H T OFF THE PRESS

INTER-GENERATIONAL ACTIVITY …

SUMMER OUTING …

What a feast for the eyes it is when you see a group
of primary school children interacting with the Beth
Protea residents. Our second morning of this kind,
where the local school brought a group of delightful
young students to participate in an art activity. The
morning commenced with a musical treat as the
children took to the stage with their flutes and played a
few well-known pieces for all. Art then took over and
although there was no apparent “common” language,
beautiful pieces were the result and a lovely memory
taken home by all the participants.

The hills of Jerusalem beckoned and
we complied. What a wonderful trip
was had by all. The day began with
a visit to the Kotel – This would not
have been possible without a fantastic
new mini train service that takes
the passengers right up to the Dung
gate entrance which enables a direct,
short walk to the Western Wall. A
visit to Ammunition Hill, The Haas
Promenade, delectable delights at
Ramat Rahel all contributed to a great
day out.

CEREMONIES & CELEBRATION …
The month of April is always filled with such a mixture of emotions. First and
foremost is recognition of the important days of Yom HaShoah, followed a week
later by Yom HaZikaron. But then…this miraculous transformation takes place
as the country moves into celebration mode. And of course at Beth Protea, it was
no different. This year a special treat had all and sundry swaying to the sounds of
Klezmer with Omer Rivlin and his talented musicians.
Another special treat was the internationally renowned South African Tenors
who graced the Beth Protea stage and totally mesmerized the entire audience
with their magnificent performance!!!

NELSON MANDELA …

Beth Protea, TBT (Truth Be Told), Wits Aumni and Telfed were delighted to

host MARLENE BETHLEHEM (former Chairman of the SA Jewish Board of
Deputies and President) who gave an emotional visual presentation - spiced
with personal anecdotes on the legendary “Madiba’s” close relationship with the
South African Jewish Community. Greetings from South Africa were brought by
His Excellency, The South African Ambassador to Israel, Sisa Ngombane.
BETH PROTEA – The Pride of Israel’s Southern African Community
5 Asher Barash Street, Herzlia, Tel: 09-9595222, Fax: 09-9595300
Email: info@bethprotea.org.il
Website : www.bethprotea.org.il
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Editorial

D

ecked out in a sparkling black
pantsuit, the sultry five time
Grammy Award winner Dionne
Warwick with global album sales
totaling more than 100 million,
sat perched centre stage in May on
a white bar stool at the Menorah
Mivtachim Arena in Tel Aviv wooing her fans with her repertoire of
love songs such as “Alfie,” “Always
Something There To Remind Me,” “Say
A Little Prayer For You” and “The Look
of Love.” She could hardly have ‘melodiously’ expressed her overwhelming joy in performing in Israel than
the way she ended her stellar performance by singing a duet with local
pop star Maya Bouskilla. With the
audience swaying from side to side,
they sang Warwick’s classic “That’s
What Friends Are For”.
At a time when some artists are opting not to perform in Israel because
of the pressure of BDS, the words of
this particular song resonated beyond
the 5,000 audience to a nation cherishing global friendship.
More and more in the music industry
are defying Roger Waters’ call for a
‘cultural boycott’ of Israel. One of the
many is Drew Brown of OneRepublic
who earlier this year expressed after
performing in Tel Aviv, “I’m grateful Roger did not call me; I would

“The Sound of Music”
have given him a piece of my mind.”
And this is the point – Let people visit
Israel and make up their own minds.
With this in “mind”, a group of 17
young black entrepreneurs and members of the youth wing of the ANC
visited Israel and were hosted by
Telfed. There was a healthy exchange
of ideas but what most came out was
the admission by all the speakers,
“That we only hear in South Africa
one side – and that is the side of BDS
against Israel.”
Visiting Israel, people will soon find
that they have no better friend than
the people of Israel, as Nepal discovered during their earthquake in April.
Israel, which is one of the smallest
countries in the world, surpassed by
far the largest in the world, China,
in providing medical assistance as
well as search and rescue assistance
to the victims of the massive earthquake. Not only did our perennially maligned IDF provide the largest
field hospital with a staff of 260, it
was also one of the speediest to arrive – a distance of nearly 5000 kilometers away.
Amongst Israel’s ‘soldiers for life’
team, were five medical clowns some

Exploring the Future. Members of the Southern African community meet at Telfed
in Ra’anana with delegation of young ANC leaders and entrepreneurs from South
Africa organised by the South African Israel Forum (SAIF).

of whom Telfed
Ma g a z i n e i nterviewed.
When Nimrod
Eisenberg from
‘Dream Doctors’
heard on the news
of the earthquake in Nepal his immediate thoughts were, “How can I
get there as fast as possible?” Packing
in a face pack, his red nose and balloons, he was on his way. “We medical clowns have this calling to go
whenever we hear a child cry. That
sound wakes up the clown in me.”
Despite the daily deluge of anti-Semitic rhetoric heaped globally upon
the Jewish State, Israelis are the “first
responders’ to a crisis whenever, wherever they occur.
“The notion of Tikun Olam (Repairing
the World) is in our DNA. It comes
naturally so that as soon as we hear of
a crisis in any part of the world, we
feel - whether we are soldiers, doctors,
nurses or clowns - the urge to be there
to help in whatever way we are trained
to do.” Also in Nepal to help, was a
former Capetonian from Ra’anana,
Keren Futeran who volunteered in
a devastated village in the countryside and then in the field hospital in
Kathmandu. We interviewed Keren
in our Cover Story ‘A World Falling
Apart’ - Israel was there - to repair.
Assuredly as night follows day, there
will be other catastrophic disasters following Nepal and no less assuredly,
when they happen, Israel’s blue and
white flag will be blowing in the wind
whether over Africa, Asia, Europe or
the Americas.
In the melodious words of Dionne
Warwick: “That’s What Friends Are For.”
Sh ana To va,
David E. Kaplan. Editor
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Focus on Telfed

Telfed
Going

“FLAT”
Ou t
It was time to cut the ribbon!

On the 20th of April 2015, Telfed literally reached
new heights when it celebrated the addition of
two new floors – 8 duplex apartments – to its
residential building on Schwartz Street in Ra’anana.
Standing Tall. ISRENTCO Chairman Joe Hallis,
Telfed Chairman Dave Bloom, Telfed CEO
Joe Hallis, Mayor Ze’ev Bielski
Dorron Kline and Ra’anana mayor, Ze’ev Bielski.
and Dave Bloom

The lively ceremony was well-attended by members of the Southern
African community, Telfed’s staff
and volunteers, and the building’s
residents. The guest of honour was
Ra’anana’s popular Mayor, Ze’ev
Bielski who has a long and enriching ‘love affair’ with the Southern
African community since his Shlichut
in the 1980s to Johannesburg. He put
his ‘heart’ into his job of promoting
Aliyah, particularly when he returned
to Israel with a South African bride. It
was a Shlichut that led to a Shidduch
and his ‘romance’ with the commu-
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nity has further blossomed over time.
Telfed’s centrally-located apartment
complex comprises 28 flats reserved for
Southern African Olim. “Providing
affordable housing to Olim has been
at the core of Telfed philosophy since
we first opened our doors in 1948,”
says Telfed Chairman Dave Bloom.6
“Employment, education and housing are core issues for new Olim and
Telfed is proud to consistently serve
as a role model to all the other immigrant organizations in responding
constructively to these needs. Adding
eight new magnificent duplex apartments with large balconies for our

Olim is a prime example of our commitment to the future of our growing community and reflects our policy of –Telfed on the Move.”

Movers & Shakers
Lawrence Friedman (z’l) who oversaw the major refurbishments at
Telfed’s Tel Aviv properties, but sadly
did not see the completion of the
Ra’anana construction, may well be
pleased his beloved wife Jackie is one
of the new tenants. “It’s lovely here;
very comfortable and with beautiful
views from the balcony, and having
the Telfed office below is wonderful.

C h a i r m a n’s
The staff has made me feel so welcome here.”
Another new tenant is 25 year-old
Ittai Marinberg, a reserve officer
in the IDF and his girlfriend Chen
Argov who have been together as a
couple for eight years, “since we were
students at Metro West High School
in Ra’anana.” Born on the same day,
neither will have any credible excuse
for forgetting each other’s birthday!
“This is our first apartment together and we are so happy,” said Ittai,
who is the grandson of Ivor Wolf of
Ra’anana, who together with Harold
Rabkin are the longest serving members of ISRENTCO. Ivor played a significant role in securing the Ra’anana
land for the Telfed property.
“We love it - really great,” says Ittai.
“The rental is amazing for a brand
new apartment; absolutely ideal for
a young couple like us.” Two “huge
pluses”, emphasizes Ittai, “is the incredible balcony and having Telfed
on the first floor. We could not ask
for a better landlord. Any problem,
they are literally only seconds away.”
Apart from
the construction of two
new floors to
house eight
additional
apartments,
the extensive
renovation
included reBreathtaking View. Enjoying placing the
hot water
lunch on the patio of Telfed’s
new duplex apartment are new tanks, addtenants Chen Argov (seated
ing a modright) and Ittai Marrinberg,
ern elevator
with Ittai’s grandparents, Ivor a n d r e i n and & Roni Wolf.
forcing the
continued on page 7

Rep o r t

This is my final chairman’s report for the magazine following
Telfed’s AGM in July and the new elections.
Telfed can be proud that there have always been volunteers from
the Southern African community during its 67 years of operations
who have been prepared to step up and contribute their time and
skills. The result is a Telfed ready to embrace the future.
I am personally proud of our achievements over the past four years of my
chairmanship but must emphasise that it has been a team effort; combining
volunteers, lay leaders, professional staff and donors.
To briefly summarise:
• Following Sid Shapiro’s retirement after 42 years of superlative service to
Telfed, new and younger leaders have taken over the helm with Dorron Kline
as CEO and Nava Lapid as COO. The transition has been smooth, with the new
management introducing a high level of energy and dynamism.
• Launch of Telfed on the Move programme to examine our raison d’etre and
vision/mission. This resulted in several key initiatives including :
• Telfed Ethiopian Community Initiative (TECI) in which the Southern African
community is encouraged to volunteer in a range of activities with our
wonderful Ethiopian community.
• The creation of a Telfed Volunteer Division with a designated member of staff
to support our growing numbers of volunteers, regional committees and new
initiatives.
• Establishing a Telfed Fundraising Division with staff and volunteers to focus on
the key challenge of Telfed’s sustainability.
• The PRAS programme has seen an exponential growth in recent years with 150
students participating in 2015. This is one of Telfed’s flagship programmes where
students receive a scholarship in exchange for contributing meaningfully to
Israeli society and the Southern African community.
• The completion of a major project in our Schwartz St. building which resulted
in the addition of eight new apartments and the strengthening of the whole
building (TAMA38) against earthquakes. This will provide increased revenue to
assist Telfed in the pursuit of its mission in the challenging years ahead.
• There have been important changes in compliance with new regulations
regarding the management of our trust funds.
Telfed’s visibility has improved markedly through the magazine, website, email
newsletter and Facebook. Thanks to responsible financial management, Telfed
has consistently balanced its budget, and donors consistently comment on how
impressed and inspired they are in the way the organisation is run.
I would like to thank the WHOLE team at Telfed notably: CEO Dorron Kline,
COO Nava Lapid, Vice Chairperson Batya Shmukler, Treasurer Harris Green, the
members of the Directorate – Allan Feinblum, Mel Cohen, Steve Handler, Annette
Milliner-Giladi, Itz Kalmanowitz, Maish Isaacson and Joe Hallis, President of the
Board of Governors Leon Charney and his fellow board members, and to all the
members of other sub-committees - forgive me for not mentioning you all by
name - for the many hours of excellent service you provide through Telfed to the
Southern African Community in Israel.
Thank you all for your support and I appeal to all Southern Africans to consider
“giving back” to the community through the many volunteer activities at Telfed.
Dave Bloom Chairman
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Hate Outside,
Love Inside
In March, Telfed CEO Dorron Kline attended
the 48th South African Zionist Federation
(SAZF) Conference and Israel Expo at the Sandton
Conference Centre in Johannesburg. In a country
that is unraveling in its failure to provide hope or
services for its people, while reveling in its malicious
criticism of Israel, the Conference and Expo brought
together members of the Jewish community in a
show of inspirational solidarity for Israel.
Over 1500 attended the Conference’s opening
night showing defiance in the face of the vitriolic protests staged outside by BDS activists and
their violent supporters.
On a megaphone, fueling the frenzy, a woman
speaker was bellowing:“Do
everything you can to ensure we don’t allow Zionist
racists onto our land and
think that they can have
an Israeli Trade Expo.”
The crowd chanted in response, “You think this is
Israel, we will kill you...”
When marshals tried
to bring order, they were
taunted by: “You think we
are scared, shoot...”
According to the “Daily
Jewish Forward”, protesters also shouted, “You Jews do not belong in South
Africa,” and “No Zionist conference on our soil.”
Running the gauntlet through this frenzied mob
with their hate-filled protestations, the conference
participants were welcomed inside the centre by
the vibrant voices of a choir who sang songs in
Hebrew calling for peace.
During the two days of the conference, “I worked
flat out interviewing over 100 participants about
Aliyah,” said Dorron following his return to Israel.
“Their main concerns related to employment, housing, military service, health care and education.”
Regarding higher education, “I was proud to advise of Telfed‘s scholarships as well as our PRAS
Programme, where we offer extra financial assistance to students who contribute 94 hours of community service per academic year.”
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The Conference also presented “a wonderful opportunity to strengthen the bonds between our
Southern African community in Israel and our
Jewish community in South Africa,” said Dorron
who met many of the community’s leaders and
spoke of the potential “for South African Jewry to
partner Telfed in joint enriching projects.”

Joburg Cocktails
Accompanying Dorron for part of the trip was
Telfed’s new Fundraising Committee Chairman,
Steve Handler and together they addressed
parlour meetings on the vast services Telfed pro-

ties on campuses across the world - as evidenced
by the number of students amongst the protesters
outside - Dorron impressed upon the Chairman of
the Jewish Agency, Natan Sharansky, to consider
the need for trained Shlichim (representatives) to
South African Universities to provide Jewish students with additional support on how to respond
to on-campus anti-Semitism. “He was most impressed by the proposal and committed to organizing a shaliach for this purpose.”
Dorron met with Jerusalem Mayor Nir Barkat
whom he apprised on Telfed’s support for students,
notably awarding over 400 bursaries a year. Clearly
impressed, Barkat - with Beverley, his Benoniborn wife at his side - agreed to host Telfed’s
next public bursary ceremony in Jerusalem.

Dorron also met with Israeli Ambassador
Arthur Lenk, renowned international jurist
Irwin Cotler who addressed a Telfed event in
2012, the CEO of the Chevra Kadisha Michael
Sieff, where “we formulated a programme to
strengthen the connection between our two organizations regarding Olim under our care,” and
the South African participants in the Diller Teen
Leadership Programme – a bold initiative
New Horizons. Families
by Telfed to extend the American leadership
in Johannesburg consultprogramme to South Africa. Dorron also held
ing with Telfed CEO Dorron
productive meetings with Chief Rabbi Warren
Kline at the Israel Expo in
Johannesburg. photo on left- Goldstein, SAZF President Avrom Krengel,
Israeli Ambassador, Arthur
and Chairman Ben Swartz.
Lenk (left) looks on.

Telfed Outreach
vides to its community, as well as
to the State of Israel, that has earned it accolades from the Israel Government and the Jewish
Agency. Parlour meetings were held at the homes
of Fran and Henry Blumenthal, and Arnold and
Jocelyn Basserabie.
“Guests were impressed by Telfed’s many projects
- particularly our support to Southern African Lone
Soldiers, which inspired certain members in attendance to offer their assistance with this vital
project,” said Dorron

Important Meetings
The conference also offered the opportunity to
address important issues with the other guests
from abroad as well as local leaders.
Following the rapid rise in anti-Semitic activi-

Defying fatigue, Dorron still found time to address over 500 congregants at four Johannesburg
synagogues - Mizrahi, Sydenham, Northfield and
Sandton and the Cape Town
“Bnei Noach” congregation
- and to be interviewed
twice on the local Jewish
radio station “Chai FM.” All
of these activities helped
increase local awareness
of Telfed’s increasingly important role both in South
Africa and Israel. •

STOP PRESS!!

RS

In his address, Mayor Bielski praised
Telfed for its vision and organisation stating that when asked by the
leaders of other organisations as to
how they can be more like Telfed,
he has a ready answer: “To be more
like Telfed, you need to have the kind
of people Telfed has”.

Law Office
We act in:
All Civil Law,
Real Estate,
Contracts,
Trusts, Wills,
Inheritance,
Litigation

Building a better Future

Telfed Change of Guard
At the Telfed AGM on the 27th July, Maish Isaacson
(centre) was elected Chairman taking over from Dave
Bloom (right) who completed four sterling years. Batya
Shmukler (left) was reelected Vice Chairwoman. Full
report in the next Chanukah issue.

foundations to make the building
stronger and more resistant to damage
from earthquakes. Following April’s
disaster in Nepal, Israeli experts have
warned that with Israel being situated on the Syrian-African fault line,
it needs to be prepared.
“Telfed planned ahead, saving funds
for this renovation for over a decade
and has finally realised the fruits of
its labours, providing a safer and
more durable building for all its residents,” said Joe Hallis, Chairman of
ISRENTCO, Telfed’s property management company.

Whilst 35% of the building’s rental income is channeled into maintenance and related running costs,
“the balance of 65% is fed into the
Keren Telfed charitable fund which
supports projects for the welfare of
our Olim,” says Telfed CEO Dorron
Kline. These projects include providing immigration and absorption
advice, study bursaries for Southern
African and Australian youth, social
welfare assistance for the elderly, single parents and families at risk (or
with special needs), the provision of
emergency financial aid in times of
crisis, employment counselling, social
projects and financial and emotional
support for ‘Lone Soldiers’.
Chairman Dave Bloom praised all
those who helped to make the build-

ADV Boaz Rabin

054-4819624

ADV Haim Shalom

054-2042222
Office +972 3 624 1818
Fax +972 3 624 1798
65 Yigal Alon Street
PO Box 20395, Tel Aviv 61203
continued on next page

Imagining the Future
PRAS Makes Us Proud
Sure the weather was hot but so was the closing ceremony of Telfed’s end- of-the-academic-year PRAS seminar held
in June at the IDC Herzliya. PRAS participants - with their exciting futures ahead of them - listened to John Lennon’s
iconic classic, “Imagine” played by fellow students. Other music was provided by teenaged “PRAS clients”.
PRAS is Telfed’s volunteering bursary programme which assists students achieve higher education while helping the
Olim population in Israel in general and the Southern African Olim community in particular, to adapt and integrate
into Israeli society.
For details visit our website: http://www.telfed.org.il/PRAS_REg_2015_16
or contact the PRAS office at: pras@telfed.org.il 09-7907817
Gordon Bloch
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N ew Arrivals

ing project a success, and Pinchas Melchior, a former manager of the
housing project and an accomplished Chazzan, sang from Psalm 30 The Psalm for the Dedication of the House. Reading a poem that he had
composed for the occasion, Pinchas was adding weight to a “Telfed
on the Move” that this new development was poetry in motion. •

Johannesburg
Benjamin, Josh

Berman, Loretta Justin

Lone Soldiers Pesach Luncheon

Berman, Jarred
Brown, Hazel
Chazen, Roy, Rene

Josh Benjamin

Coll, Tiffany
Cook, Julia
Edery, Joshua
Gerschlowitz, Ralph, Carol
Gerson, Jodi
Greenberg, Tanya
Isaac, Arlene Ayad, Nir
Israelite, Marc
Lazarus, Gidon
Levine, Yakira Sarah
Marcus, Jeyde, Joshua, Zeev
Menachemson, Raphael,

Jessica Snape

Nathan, Yoni
Pretorius, Christoffel, Tracey, Jolanta,
Dewalt, Shalva, Amitai, Yanika
Sassoon, David, Sarah,
Eliyahu, Shlomo, Yosef, Refael
Shuvali, Itamar
Smith, Gavin
Thiem, Joshua

Cape Town
Albeldas, Jaques
Chasen, Simone
Diamond, Cyril, Deanna

Devorah
Friedman

Goldberg, Lili-Charlotte
Hack, Sharon
Hack, Sholem
Kawalsky, Lindy
Peretzman, Nathan, Marcia, Keri, Stacy
Shapiro, Shirley
Snape, Jessica			

On Friday the 20th March, Telfed hosted a special luncheon at the
Michael Levin Lone Soldier Centre in Tel Aviv to honour Southern
African and Australian lone soldiers serving in the IDF. This was the
first of what will become
a bi-annual event “to acknowledge and thank our
Lone Soldiers who have
left their homes, families
and friends, in order to
serve and to protect the
State of Israel,” said Telfed
CEO, Dorron Kline who
presented the soldiers
with gift vouchers from
Mega stores. Lior Levy
South Africa joined in Pride & Passover. Telfed CEO Dorron Kline and Telfed Klitah
this show of solidarity with Counselor, Susan Sharon presenting sponsored gift packages
presentations to the sol- and letters of support from South Africa to Lone Soldiers.
diers of Cadbury chocolates donated by young students from Yeshiva
College as well as moving letters penned by King David School pupils.
The project was initiated by Nicci Diamond-Levenstein to honour the memory of her late father, Aubrey Diamond (z’l), “a South
African with a giant heart and a love for soldiers in the IDF.”
“Our families are so far away. It means a lot to us that we can turn
to Telfed to help care for us here,” expressed one female Lone Soldier.
The Telfed Lone Soldiers Project was set up to provide support for
lone soldiers from Southern African and Australia currently serving
in the IDF. We keep in touch with all the soldiers making sure they
have places to go for the Chaggim and holidays and offering help,
advice and support. We also periodically offer gift packs with treats,
food and clothing, shopping vouchers, toiletries and so forth. Where
needed, and subject to our ability to raise funds, we provide study
bursaries to soldiers who may wish to enter into further education
programmes on completion of their army service.

To make a donation to the Telfed Lone Soldiers’ Fund, please
call Debbie or Tasha on 09-790-7819.

Braai or Barbie - All Fired Up
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Glorious weather, plentiful food and jovial company summed up the
9th Annual Beit Shemesh Pesach Braai for the Southern African community and new Australian olim. Sponsored by Best Market – Ramat
Beit Shemesh, Egert and Cohen Insurance, and Braude Wealth, folks
The Christoffel and Tracey Pretorius family from Johannesburg.

Books | Maps | Paintings | Sculptures | Collectable Cars | Carpets | Clocks | Glass | Furniture | Ceramics
Vintage Fashion | Silver | Watches | Jewellery | Photography | Tribal Art

CONSIGN TODAY
Johannesburg
Auction House | 4th Floor | South Tower | Nelson Mandela Square
Cnr Maude & 5th Streets | Sandton | 2196
011 880 3125 | jhb@stephanwelzandco.co.za
Stephan Welz & Co STUDIO | Shop L38 | Nelson Mandela Square
Cnr Maude & 5th Streets | Sandton | 2196
011 026 6567 | 011 026 6586
STUDIO OPENING TIMES:
Monday - Saturday: 10h00 - 18h00 Sunday: 10h00 - 16h00

FREE shipping and insurance
when consigning to us - T’s & C’s apply

Dr. Les Glassman
International Consultant
Cell: +972 (0) 525522438
Email: lesglassman@gmail.com

SW993Tel

Peter Clarke
(South African 1929-2014)
AFRICAN PASTORAL
gouache on card
Sold R737 000, Feb 2015

Cape Town
The Great Cellar | Alphen Estate | Alphen Drive | Constantia
021 794 6461 | ct@stephanwelzandco.co.za
www.stephanwelzandco.co.za

Online bidding managed by ATG Media SA through www.the-saleroom.com Europe’s leading portal for live art and antiques auctions.

A Midsummer Day’s Braai. Food for thought for the
‘Barb’, here is Jenna and Yitzi Lipshitz and Gila Isaacson
(back) at the annual braai at Kibbutz Tzora

of all ages flocked to the rolling lawns
of Kibbutz Tzora bright and early to
reserve prime braai locations!
The roly-poly balls and jumping castles were a great hit with the kids and
as for the adults - the winner of a
bottle of fine wine from Tzora wineries happily revealed: “This will be put
to good use at my daughter’s engagement. Le’Chaim.”
Telfed CEO Dorron Kline praised
this annual event as an “enriching partnership” between Tzora - a non-reli-

gious kibbutz - and religious residents
of Beit Shemesh, who comprised the
vast majority of attendees. “I’m not sure
how often these kinds of gatherings
occur,” said Kline, who noted that Tzora
includes graduates of Southern Africa
Habonim. The braai was organized by
the Telfed Beit Shemesh Committee,
whose new Chairman Philip Braude
is formally of Johannesburg.
“Now that Telfed works with
Australian Olim, they are invited to what for them “is a ‘barbie,”
noted Dorron.

Reveling in Rishon
Wi t h fi re w o r k s
going off all around
the country on Yom
Haatzmaut, the
best ‘fireworks’ in
Rishon was taking
place beneath the
grill as Telfed’s braai

was under way. With the aroma of the
meat “driving us all crazy,” everybody
was upbeat.
Revelers jived to the live music of former South Africans Zac Hilon who returned to Israel last year after 10 years
performing on ‘The Strip’ in Las Vegas
and Mark Blumberg. They were supported by Yuri, a Russian Oleh and
the music ranged from rock and South
African ‘oldies’ to opera.
Th e e v e n t
was organized
by the Telfed
Rishon le’Zion
Committee
head and winner of the
2 0 1 4 Te l f e d
Volunteer of
Celebrating:
the Year Award,
Mark Blumberg on Beryl Schmidt.
the keybord and
Zak Hilton - vocals
and guitar
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N oticeboard
Telfed is pleased to be cooperating
with
MICHAL MERTEN
who specializes in

Career Transition, Personal
Branding and Career
Management and Leverage
Through Telfed, new olim in their first
year in Israel are offered a meeting
with Michal at Telfed’s expense.

Good news!!
Telfed welcomes mentors for
Southern African job seekers

Now you can pay for
your Telfed Magazine
subscription via the wellknown and trusted online
We have Southern Africans looking for work in payment system PayPal. You
a myriad of fields,
can pay by regular credit
from accountants to zoo keepers.
card (Visa, Mastercard,
Amex)
or via your Paypal
Please be in touch with
It is simple, quick
account.
Employment Advisor Sharon Bernstein
if you are able to volunteer to mentor
a new oleh job seeker,

Contact Sharon 09–7907 801 for
more information,

or offer a job to a Southern African.

or write to:

09 – 7907801 (09:00 – 15:00)

and secure – for details:
telfed.org.il/donor.

sharon@telfed.org.il or

sharon@telfed.org.il

Telfed is Hiring:
Full time Head of Volunteerism,
Events and Community
Projects
Description:
1. Head and professionally develop the
Telfed volunteer department
2. Head and professionally develop Telfed’s
events and community projects
Requirements:
• Community oriented social worker,
manager of human resources or social
science graduate. A MA degree in
Immigration Studies an advantage.
• Native English speaker with a good
knowledge of Hebrew.

Telfed’s own

on-line magazine

www.telfed.org.il
Sign up for the bi-monthly
Telfed email newsletter
and visit the exciting Telfed
Facebook Page: www.
facebook.com/telfed

Stand With Us
Come support our fight against BDS and hear about SWU in South Africa
September 9, Wednesday.
Speaker: Michelle Rojas-Tal, Education Coordinator for Diaspora ‘Stand With Us’.
Venue: Bet Israel Community Center, 19 Yehuda Hanassi, Netanya
Information: Jan Gaines, 09-882-6552 or Bet Israel, 09-862-4345

Full time Social Worker
Description:
1) Half time: field work - visiting new Olim
and social work clients
2) Half time: office work
Requirements:
• Social worker – preference given to a
community social worker with a Masters
Degree in Social Work and/or Immigration
studies
• Native English speaker with Hebrew on a
mother tongue level
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For full job descriptions, requirements
and to send relevant CV’s, please email:
dorron@telfed.org.il

Give families in need something to celebrate this
Rosh Hashanah:
Spread some cheer and goodwill with a tax-deductible holiday
donation supporting Keren Telfed’s charitable activities (assisting
the Southern African community in Israel). Chag Sameach!
For more details contact: Tasha (tasha@telfed.org.il or 09 7907819).
Please help us cover production costs for the Telfed magazine and
consider renewing your subscription. For more details contact
Tasha (tasha@telfed.org.il or 09 7907819)

“The Times They
Are a’changin”

Volunteerism Division and Telfed
Chairman, Dave Bloom, who following his vote of thanks to all, re“There is a surge of hatred against
marked, that “today’s” anti-SemiJews in South Africa today that I never
tism “did not begin after this or that
experienced before.” Looking at the
Gaza war; it is the same anti-Semiaudience of former Southern Africans
tism that has been around for thouat the Telfed-Wits alumni-JNF event
sands of years. It didn’t just arrive; it
in Jerusalem, Isla Feldman, Director
never left!”
of the SAZF in Johannesburg, continIt was illuminating to hear Colonel
ued: “You once lived in South Africa!
Kemp, who was in Israel during
Did you ever experience it?”
Operation Protective Edge and who
She recounted the recent death
invested considerable time meeting
threats against Jewish communal
with Israeli soldiers of all ranks in
leaders, the frequent screaming of
the front line. “As a professional sol“Death to Jews!” by
dier of 30 years standanti-Israel protestors
ing in the British army,
on and off universiI am absolutely sickty campuses, the deened by what I see, read
livery of a pig’s head
and hear in the interto the ‘kosher’ counnational media about
ter at Woolworths in
the IDF, particularly
Sea Point, the horthose brave young men
rendous hate-monand women who put
gering during Israel
their lives on the line
Apartheid Week
for their country.” He
(IAW) orchestratrepeated what he had
All Smiles after Addressing Serious Concerns. Dr. Les Glassman, Shiri
ed by BDS (Boycott,
said earlier this year to
Berzack, Isla Feldman, Col. Richard Kemp, Roy Scher and Dave Lawrence
Divestment & Sanctions) ,
the Human Rights Council in
the admission by Mcebo Dlamini
Geneva, that “the IDF has made more
This is the consequence of Judge
President of Wits SRC, who declared
effort than any other army in the hisGoldstone’s false accusations against
proudly on national television, “I love
the State of Israel.” As for his retractory of warfare to save the lives of inHitler’, and the vicious assault on
tion: “For Israel’s enemies this did not
nocent civilians on the battlefield.”
three Jewish teenagers wearing yarmulnegate his initial findings who conMost gut-wrenching for this writkes at a shopping mall in Rosebank.
strued his retraction as nothing more
continued on next page
“We experience this hate on a daily
that the work of the ‘World Zionist
basis,’ Isla said, citing an “absoluteConspiracy’.” Goldstone had gone
ea l
ly charming” Muslim, who is chairfrom poster-boy ‘good Jew’ to ‘irrelSp ec ia l A pp
man of the Body Corporate in her
evant Jew’ – his purpose to discredWe know you enjoy Telfed
residential complex in Johannesburg,
it Israel accomplished.
Magazine. Please let us know by
who had plastered on his car, posters
Organised by Telfed CEO, Dorron
supporting it.
that read, “Zionists are murderers” and
Kline, Chairman of the Telfed
A subscription of NIS 80 or less will go
“Zionists are criminals.” Not only on
Jerusalem Committee Roy Scher, and
a long way to cover the ever-increasing
cars but on huge advertisement boards
Chairman of Wits Alumni in Israel
costs of publication and postage.
in Pretoria and outside Johannesburg
Dr. Les Glassman, the evening was
You also may want to consider an
International Airport, are posters “that
MC’d by Dorron, while Shiri Berzack
annual subscription as a GIFT for an
have hijacked Mandela’s image and
from the Jerusalem Telfed commitoverseas friend or relative. It is so easy
legacy, using quotes taken out of contee, presented the guest speakers with
– just fill in the enclosed flyer or call
text to turn people against Israel and
Tasha Elliston at Telfed (09)7907806.
gifts of appreciation. Attending as well
Jews.” After all, if Mandela appears
were Netta Steiner, Head of Telfed’s
‘postered’ against Israel, what better “hechsher” do BDS need to turn
the general population against Jews?
Adding context as to “how we have
arrived at this situation,” Colonel
Richard Kemp, former commander
of the British forces in Afghanistan
explained: “We all know that Judge
Goldstone retracted his findings but
the damage was done. His accusations
against Israel were used as radicalization tools around the world, not only
to initiate violence against Israel but
also to promote and incite violent anti-Semitism in Europe and elsewhere.
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Telfed Salutes its Volunteers

Following an unintentional omission in the
previous magazine, Dr. Darryl Alter is seen here
presenting the ‘Harry and Anita Alter Memorial
Award’ to volunteer Tessa Lashansky at a
special ceremony earlier this year.

er was hearing Kemp relate his conversation with a young soldier who
was fighting in the tunnels. “I was
astounded considering what he was
going through that he still placed the
avoidance of innocent civilian deaths
as his top priority, even when it endangered his own life. Later I heard
he was killed the day after I spoke
to him.”

Doone provides a
Boon for Students
“We are fortunate to have such an
excellent team at Telfed and our involvement in PRAS is something we
prize,” expressed Doone representative Julian Beare from Durban at
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PRASworthy: Attending the Doone SA Charity
Foundation AGM at Telfed are: (l-r top): Sidney
Shapiro, Leon Lewis, Reggie Berkowitz, Julian
Beare, Nick Alhadeff, Harris Green, Dorron Kline
(l-r seated): Dana Levy Tavor, Susan Sharon,
Nava Lapid, Nikki Leviner, Yifat Delsuz.

Bursary Awards”.
the recent AGM of the Doone SA
Charity Foundation at Telfed. Other
In response to IDC Herzliya student,
members present included Chairman
Chenli Pinchevskey, expressing appreReggie Berkowitz, Nick Alhadeff,
ciation to the Krawitz family for their
Leon Lewis, Sidney Shapiro and
support of Telfed’s activities, Philip
Harris Green.
replied: “You keep up your excellent
Dana Levy Tavor, Head of Telfed’s
work, and we will keep up our supPRAS Scholarship Programme presentport! It is our pleasure and privilege to
work with Telfed that does such outed an overview of the impact of the
programme that offers financial assisstanding work in making this country
and our community thrive.”
tance to students who contribute 94
hours of community service per academic year to assist the elderly, new
Perpetuating the
Olim or children.
Mauerberger Legacy
The Doone Foundation represent“This has been a wonderful opportuatives received a taste of the passion
nity to learn firsthand of the enriching
and commitment of Telfed’s PRAS
projects in Israel our foundation in
participants when they heard a former
partnership with Telfed is engaged in,”
Honours student and today a regional
expressed Dianna Yach, Chairperson
coordinator of the PRAS programme
and Director of the Mauerberger
Yifat Delsuz, relate her experiences
Foundation Fund (MMF) during
working with a physically challenged
her visit to Telfed in June.
teenager. “It was such a mutually enDianna is the granddaughter of the
riching experience, both for the younglate
Morris Mauerberger, who began
ster and for me,” she said.
working in Cape
PRAS stands
Town as a young
today as one of
Lithuanian imTelfed’s most
migrant
of fifteen
progressive
and who would
projects atemerge as an estracting each
teemed entrepreyear more and
neur (cofounder
more particof the Ackerman’s
ipants. It is
chain) and philanlittle wond e r , t h a t Supporting Education. Philip and Michele Krawitz (centre) thropist, whose
“The Doone from Cape Town together with Telfed Vice Chair Batya Shmukler g e n e r o s i t y
Foundation is (left) and Telfed Chairman Dave Bloom (right) meeting with study would impact
bursary recipients at Telfed’s office in Ra’anana.
on young lives
so proud to
over many decsupport PRAS,” said Beare.
ades both in South Africa and Israel.
His daughter Estelle ‘inherited’ her
Sterling Support
father’s philosophy of “giving back
Esteemed members of the Cape
to society” and would manage the
Town community Philip and Michele
Foundation with no less zeal and
Krawitz, together with their daughpassion until, in 2014, she passed
ter Lauren, attended a reception held
on the reins to her no less energetic
in their honour at Telfed, where they
daughter, Dianna.
met with recipients of Telfed’s servicMeeting with Dianna at Telfed
es, in particular, Southern African stuwere Telfed’s Chairman David
dents selected to receive the “Philip
Bloom, CEO Dorron Kline, COO
and Michele Krawitz Annual 2015

THINKING OF TRAVELLING?
Contact IAN
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Nava Lapid, Treasurer Harris Green,
TECI Chairman Mel Cohen, former
Director Sid Shapiro, Fundraising
Chairman Steve Handler and members of staff who presented an overview
of the organisation’s vast activities and

Through a collaborative partnership
with the MFF, “Telfed was able to assist during the past year, the underprivileged, offer opportunities for higher
education, empower families at risk,
and develop and expand a social entrepreneurship project in the Ethiopian
community,” said Chairman Bloom.
The name of the Mauerberger
Foundation Fund was added to
Telfed’s Honours Wall.

Pesach in Hadera
“It was so inspiring hearing these
50 primary school Ethiopian children singing the Pesach songs, asking the Four Questions and reciting
Mauberger Foundation Fund Chair Dianna Yach
with Telfed Chairman, Dave Bloom
the Four Sons,” says Mel Cohen,
head of TECI (Telfed Ethiopian
projects. Much of Telfed’s work is in
Community Initiative) referring to
sync with the Mauerberger family phithe children’s Pesach Seder held in the
losophy that supports education, the
Maksam Center in Hadera. Attended by
advancement of the sciences and arts,
Telfed volunteers, the Seder was partly
as well as promoting social justice and
funded by donations secured by TECI.
equality issues.
Telfed CEO, Dorron Kline, conduct-

ed a lively interactive session with the
children, challenging them with questions and answers about Pesach.
The proceedings were opened by Zvi
Gendelman, the Mayor of Hadera, who
praised the role of Maksam “in delivering educational reinforcement and
enrichment to elementary school-aged
Ethiopian children.” Thanks in part to
the Mauerberger Foundation Fund,
“TECI has been involved in upgrading the computer centre at Maksam;
sponsoring parent and child participation in a unique summer programme,
as well as teaching Zionism and Jewish
history,” says Mel.
TECI, which provides volunteers to
teach English to the parents of the children in Hadera, is now reaching out
to ex-Southern Africans in Jerusalem,
Beth Shemesh, Afula and Netanya, to
volunteer in addressing the needs of the
Ethiopian communities in these areas.
If you would like to make a donation towards the
TECI project, please contact Tasha (09)790-7819;
tasha@telfed.org.il

Co ver Story

A World

0.1/% of the world’s population
is Israeli
30% of the international medical
team in Nepal was Israeli.
How about the UN praising Israel’s
“disproportionate response”?

Falling

T

T

he true nature of today’s ‘War against the
Jews’ was aptly expressed by
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu in May at the
5 th Global For um for
Combating Anti-Semitism
when he said, “Contemporary
anti-Semitism doesn’t
just slander, vilify and
target Jewish people; it
first and foremost targets the Jewish state.”
Despite the unrelenting global abuse
heaped on Israel, its
blue and white flag
with its centred ‘Star
of David’ is usually
the first foreign flag
to proudly flap in the
wind wherever there
is a major crisis in
the world. Amongst
the ‘army’ of humanitarian volunteers
from Israel, one will invariably find
former Southern Africans.
When a devastating earthquake
struck Nepal on April 25, the Israel
Defense Forces quickly assembled and
sent one of the largest aid teams of
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Israel was
there to
‘repair’
Devastation and Distress. This dilapidated
house is in the village of Manegau following
the earthquake where Keren Futeran and the
participants from Tevel B’Tzedek helped in
the schools and tried to keep the children
occupied while their parents began rebuilding
their village from the rubble.

any country to the stricken area. Its
field hospital included 60 beds and
an obstetrics department. IDF medical personnel treated 1,427 victims,
including 90 life-saving surgeries,
six caesarean sections and two natural births.
At a ceremony marking the official closing of the hospital, the coun-

try’s Urban Development Minister,
Narayan Khadka, said, “Let me express
our sincere gratitude to the government
and to the people of Israel for helping
us in these critical times for Nepal.”
Only two hours east of the epicentre
of the earthquake, near Kathmandu,
was a South African Olah, 23-yearold Keren Futeran, daughter of Owen
and Lisa Futeran of Ra’anana. A
graduate of Herzlia School in Cape

photo courtesy of Tevel b’Tzedek.

APAR

Town and the Bnei Akiva MTA programme, Keren made Aliyah in 2010.
Following a year of Sherut Leumi at
Beit Issie Shapiro in Ra’anana, Keren
served in the IDF as an officer helping to manage a course run jointly
with Ministry of Education.
It was while serving as a volunteer
on the Tevel B’Tzedek programme
at the village of Mannegow in Nepal,
that disaster struck.
A Shocking, Shaking
Shabbat

The aim of Tevel B’Tzedek, says
founder Rabbi Micha Odenheimer
“is to connect Israel and Jews to the
challenge of extreme poverty in the
developing world. Tevel ‘arrived’ in
Nepal eight years ago and never left
and expanded to Haiti and Burundi.”
At the time of the earthquake, the
Israeli and Jewish volunteers and staff
were fifty in number. Suddenly their
mission had a different focus.
A journalist, rabbi, and social entrepreneur, Rabbi Odenheimer addressed his assembled volunteers in
Kathmandu: “It’s a totally new situation. We always told you that Tevel
has two ‘lighthouses’ or goals – transforming impoverished villages, and
creating Israeli and Jewish global social justice leadership. Right now,
the second lighthouse is suspended.
With the monsoon season coming,
we have to put everything we have
into relief. Anyone who wants to go
home at this point, we understand
completely. Anyone who wants to
stay put, has to recommit in this
new situation.”
When Keren’s group arrived in
Mannegau prior to the earthquake,
“The entire village was there to greet
us. We were given flower necklaces
and a petal on the forehead as well as
a Nepali name related to our Hebrew
names. My name was Lali Maya - a
Ray of Love.”
The concept of a youth movement

is generally foreign to Nepalese, so it
was touching “to learn from a local
youth group leader that the first youth
movement established in Nepal was
inspired by Israeli participants on
earlier programmes.”
Keren volunteered in the Woman
Empowerment Programme dealing with issues of health, nutrition,
birth control and human rights. On
Shabbat, “we usually had a special
meal, walked around the village, enjoyed the beauty, and serenity and
generally relaxed.”
Saturday the 25th April was not destined to be a day of rest!
“At around 12 noon we were sitting together when the house started to shake. We all ran outside and
lay on the ground, not fully understanding what was going on. It carried on for what seemed like ages but
was only a minute.”
Keren’s house was on the highest
hill in the village.
“As soon as the shaking stopped,
we looked around and saw imme-

By David Kaplan
diately two houses that had collapsed
in the village and then further afield,
rows of dust where houses had crumbled in the valley below.
“The boys in our group ran to the
collapsed houses to help the injured,
while the rest of us started gathering
the people outside and leading them
to a field away from their unsafe houses. We tried to keep them calm, made
sure they were okay and that everyone
was accounted for.”
“All the while the ground kept on shaking because of the aftershocks which
carried on for days. It was strange how
one got used to it.”
The scale of the earthquake only really
became apparent when one of Keren’s
colleagues displayed a map indicating
the epicenter of the earthquake on his
satellite phone. “When we saw that it
was closer to Katmandu than to us, and
saw the damage around us, we realized
that what we had experienced was a
huge natural disaster and that we had

Tikkun Olam

Keren Futeran
with Nepalese
boy in the
Israeli field
hospital in
Kathmandu.
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The First
Responders
Israel at its
Finest
Reaching out to countries in need
is a long-standing Israeli tradition.
Emergency teams went to Turkey
Abelsohns - Able and Ready: Orli and
Tali in the plane to Haiti following the after an earthquake in 1999, and again
earthquake in 2010
in 2011, even though Turkey initially
declined twice because of eroding relations between the two countries. Israel sent a large team to Haiti after the
2010 earthquake, and in March 2011, it was the first country to set up a
field hospital in Japan after the tsunami. Similar relief efforts were conducted in Mexico (1985), Armenia (1988), Greece (1999), Egypt (2004)
and Kenya (2006).
And though Syria has been at war with Israel since the Jewish state declared independence in 1948, Israeli physicians have been treating victims
of the Syrian civil war for years, sometimes in field hospitals and at times
in Israel’s major hospitals. Israel has even been sending aid into Syria proper.
When the IDF team dispatched to Haiti during its devastating earthquake
returned to a hero’s welcome at Ben Gurion International Airport in 2010,
standing amongst the huge crowd were Orli and Tali, daughters of former South Africans Charles and Vivienne Abelsohn of Kfar Saba. Both
had been selected for the El Al flight that transported the Israeli soldiers
and equipment to Haiti two weeks earlier. Tali went as the purser (Flight
Manager) while Orli’s official position was ‘Weight & Balance’. “I was in
charge of loading and off-loading the plane,” Orli told Telfed Magazine.
“When we landed at Port-Au -Prince, there was no off- loading equipment to help, so the army boys all got cracking.”
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and IDF Chief of Staff Gabi
Ashkenazi were on hand to welcome the returning 200-member team.
“As many plot against us, distort and muddy our names, you have shown
the real IDF,” said Netanyahu in his public address, and while “many are trying to tarnish our
image,” IDF’s Chief of Staff, Gabi Ashkenazi said,
‘With your deeds, you have proven that the opposite is true.”
“It was a once in a lifetime flight,” expressed both
sisters. “The atmosphere en board was incredible.
We were all one family embarking on a mission
which made us so proud to be Israeli.” In the hold
were small cages with dogs. “These were to be used
to find survivors in the rubble. The soldiers on
board had no illusions on the job at hand and they
were highly motivated to get cracking,” said Orli.
“Get cracking” appears the motto for many Israelis
when they hear the cry for help! •
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been spared the worst of it.”
Amazingly, there were no serious injuries in the village despite the catastrophic condition of the houses and
“we set about the task of erecting tents.”
For the next week, “we stayed to comfort the people, play with the children
and helped with whatever else needed
to be done – such as building shelters
for animals, moving furniture and belongings, clearing rubble, and taking
the kids on trips to free the adults for
the important work that they needed to
do. Everything was conducted energetically and in good spirits, despite news
of the extent of the damage, concern
about our fellow Israelis in the country, and knowing how stressed our parents must have been.”

Tough Farewell

After a week, “our organization decided
that it was time to return to Kathmandu.
We had done all we could in Mannegau
and besides, there was insufficient food
for the villagers, never mind the extra
mouths of the volunteers.”
The villagers held an emotional farewell ceremony. “My Nepali mother
cried and hugged me; I gave her a present and said how I would miss her and
Its as easy as brushing one’s teath. The
greatest danger to life is not eathquakes but a
lack of personal hygiene. Israelis teaching the
importance of brushing teath.
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she moved the side of her body that
her cooking.
The days were filled with hearing sad
they had previously thought would be
stories.
Keren
tells
of
a
girl
who
was
“In was quite a sight arriving in devparalyzed for the rest of her life. It was
brought
into
the
IDF
hospital
after
astated Kathmandu and walking into
a very special moment.”
her
brother
found
her
in
the
rubble
an IDF base to be surrounded by hunKeren left Nepal with a heavy heart.
dreds of Israelis from soldiers to med- five days after the earthquake. “Half
her
body
was
paralyzed
from
a
head
“There was still so much to do and our
ical personnel. I felt relief for the first
organisation, Tevel b’Tzedek is doing
time. It was one of the most memo- injury. Day by day she started eating,
amazing work. I really hope to find
rable moments I’ve ever experienced.” talking and even smiling, and when the
Israeli neurologist came to check her,
myself back there soon.” •
While Keren’s programme had officially ended, “we
decided to stay
and join in the relief efforts. I volunteered at the
Do you want a second/new career?
IDF field hospiDo you want to use your knowledge of English?
tal together with
The Kibbutzim College offers an English Tutors Course
A One-day-week program - A Practical Course for becoming an English Tutor.
soldiers, doctors
Course description:
and volunteers
The Tutors Course prepares people, who are fluent English speakers, to tutor English on a personal
from around
basis or in small groups. It provides exposure to basic methods and tools for teaching English as
a Foreign Language. Graduates of the course will receive a certificate from Kibbutzim College of
the world. I was
Education.
mostly in the
Prerequisites:
Topics:
High level of English proficiency.
• Teaching English Methodology
children’s ward
• Teaching Grammar
and worked with
• Teaching English to Young Learners
Day: Wednesdays Time: 8:30–13:45
• Teaching English to Pupils with Learning Disabilities
a 16 year-old
One year program
• Preparing for the Bagrut
Nepali boy who
• Teaching English through songs, games,
stories and drama
For details and information
helped translate
call 03-6901200
• Teaching Reading and Writing
into English.”
• Working with the curriculum

English Tutors Course

• Teaching English using Technology

www.smkb.ac.il |  תל אביב149 דרך נמיר

.אדם- להצליח ולהישאר בן.סמינר הקיבוצים

In th e Mail
In Goldberg We
Trust

Channa‘s
Spirit

Dear Editor,
With reference
Abe and
Dear Editor,
to Issy Rieback’s
Channa’s father,
I am writing to thank you very
‘Letter to the
Rev. Isaac Gulis.
much for the wonderful article you
Editor’ (re article
wrote on the Zimbabwe Ryder Cup &
Tale of Two Shuls
Ha’atzmaut float proGoldberg Family Trust, published in
Telfed Pesach
cession as “The Spirit
the Pesach Issue of Telfed Magazine.
issue 2015) and
of Jerusalem.” (See
(2015 Vol. 41 No. 1)
your editor’s note
photo)
Without doubt, my family would
regarding Rev
Abe Gulis, Kfar Saba
be delighted to know that their desire
Phillip Bender’s
to assist the people of Israel in some
involvement in
Channa Eidelmann in the
small way was still being achieved –
the synagogues
1950 Yom HaAtzmaut
Destination
Procession
in Cape Town.
thanks to you all at Telfed. Personally,
opened by him,
Palestine
I appreciated your comment that they
I wish to advise
are still remembered in Israel because
Dear Editor,
that my late fait is a fact that nearly all those who
ther Rev. Isaac Gulis had the honour of
Two hours after midnight, on
made significant contributions to
serving in three of them, namely - the
December 15, 1946, a truck nosed
the early development of Zimbabwe
Lainsburg, Paarl and the Woodstock
its way out of the General Zionist
- from a primitive to a modern state
& Salt River Hebrew congregations.
“Hachshara” farm near Johannesburg.
- have been deliberately forgotten or
On board were eight young men, their
He also served in
even ridiculed. The
ages ranging from 18 to 24. Their aim
Bredasdorp, Beaufort
facts of history was to cross the length of the African
West, Durbanville,
good or bad - of
Continent - destination Palestine.
Gardens Shul,
all countries, can
Schoonder Street
The story of the Journey is described
be smothered for
Shul and as a member
in the book by Henry Katzew tia while, but never
of the Bikur Cholim
tled “South African 800” (Pages
obliterated!
committee for 26
28-32).Three of these young men
As always, I
years.
Benny Miller of Oudtshoorn, leadwatch events in the
er of the expedition, Philip Navon
My sister Channa
Middle East with
(Faivy Novoshenits) of Randfontein
(Gulis) Eidelman
much concern and
and Hymie Zahavi (Goldblatt) of
(z’l) was born in
pray that the elu- At the inaugural meeting of the Goldberg Trust Lainsburg, matricIsrael - are no longer with us. That
sive and muchl-r: Telfed’s Chairman Nick Alhadeff with
leaves a group of five - Harry Bloch
ulated at La’Rachele
coveted peace will Trustees: Capetonian Eliot Osrin, Chairman of School in Paarl and
of Port Elizabeth, Morris Galp and
envelop the region Telfed’s Bursaries and Scholarship Committee; started her career at
Henry Harris of Johannesburg, and
Sam Levin; Simon Goldberg of Zimbabwe and
sooner rather than
Eddy Magid who was Mayor of
Arthur Fine of Cape Town
the Zionist Federation
later!
Johannesburg from 1984 to1985. I
in Plein Street Cape
am the fifth member of the group.
With warmest regards,
Town. Following her marriage, she
came on Aliyah in 1953 and started
I often wonder if it is possible to
Simon Goldberg, Zimbabwe
to
work
at
Telfed
in
Tel
Aviv
with
locate
the whereabouts of any of the
[Ed. Note: Simon Goldberg is the last remaining
Sam
Levin.
above.
Perhaps Telfed readers may be
member of the illustrious Goldberg family from
able to provide information.
In your tribute to Channa (Page 40
Zimbabwe (Goldberg Family Trust).]
Telfed Pesach issue 2015), you relatIssy Rieback, Kfar Yona
ed her participation in the 1950 Yom
Tel. 0774410386 issyrieback@gmail.com
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[PS Extract from ‘South Africa’s
800’: The plan did not succeed. Two
reasons are given for the failure. First
– not valid – is that the 3-ton, exArmy truck purchased for the “safari” was a “crock”. Indeed it was: its
first breakdown, a broken gasket, was
just after Pretoria and thereafter there
were regular breakdowns. Nevertheless
the eight did reach
Ed-Duem, a town
south of Khartoum.
It was then that the
u n f o re s e e n h a p pened: an accident

knocked Henry Harris off the truck
and injured his back and he had to
be flown back to South Africa, The
money for this could only be acquired
by selling the truck. In the final result,
only Morris Galp managed to worm
his way into the “Promised Land, but
almost a year later.”
On his last leg of his
journey, Gulp found
Volunteers training
in South Africa to
fight in Israel’s War of
Independence.

himself in Alexandria “where he made
contact with Hashomer Hatzair and
under its umbrella he was able to stay
in Egypt for seven months and learn
some Arabic. Hashomer Hatzair had
ways of slipping Jews into Palestine
such as the “married couple” visiting
there on holiday. A ship took this
“Egyptian” and his “wife” to Haifa.
Two months later Gulp was working
with the Timorim group at Ein Sara,
near Nahariya.”
[Ed note: What is so amazing about these stories is the grit and determination of the Southern
Africans to reach Palestine to fight for a Jewish
homeland.]
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Nuptials
Dana, daughter
of George and
Thelma Schwartz
of Jerusalem
(nee Zabow,
Cape Town),
married Ronen,
son of Michel
and Ilana Danan
of Kfar Ruppin
(nee Lipschitz
.Johannesburg)
and grandson of
Ethel Lipschitz,
Ra’anana.

Dina, daughter
of Martin and
Michelle Wolff
of Ra’anana and
granddaughter
of Sonia and
the late Issy
Kacev, married
Avshalom, son
of Yehezkiel and
Nurit Shem-tov of
Hod Hasharon

Yair , son of
Alan and Leora
Aronson of
Kibbutz Be’erot
Yitzchak,
grandson of
Jud and Shirley
Frame and
Rose Aronson
of Ra’anana,
married Roni,
daughter of
Aharon and
Fani Landau of
Petach Tikva

Emma,
daughter of
Tuvia and
Bryonie
Frame of
Johannesburg,
married Josh,
son of Neill
Seshold of
London and
Tanya Seshold
of Netanya.

Jade, daughter of
Brian and Tessa
Rozowsky of
Ra’anana, married
Roy, son of Alan and
Chagit Croock of
Kfar Saba.
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Gillian, daughter of Jerome and Brenda
Ruch of Cape Town, married Zachi, son of
Sally and the late Meir (Max) Maroko of
Ramat Hasharon.

Leisure
Heritage

Knows his Knots. Martin
Wolff doing the ‘bowline’.

Stanley Milliner from Kfar Saba and
Michael Witkin from Grand Rapids,
Minnesota obediently complied with
“Aye aye captain” and climbed on
board “Gone with the Wind”, Jonny’s
35-foot sloop berthed at Herzliya. All
of us had been childhood friends in
Habonim in Claremont, Cape Town,
and this was going to be “a serious
reunion,” said Stanley armed with
enough beers to support it being
The Great Dictator,
“serious”. Stanley reminded the group the last time they
Captain Jonny
Benjamin at
had sailed together was as teenagers in Saldanha Bay off
the wheel and
Cape Town’s west coast “and I doubt we were sober then.”
ORDERING - drinks!
Those who were already on board were Jonny’s usual crew
of Katharina Haendler from Kibbutz Nir Eliyahu and
Martin Wolff, from Ra’anana. Martin, who had many years
of sailing experience volunteering with National Sea Rescue
Institute (NSRI) in Cape Town, knew more than most how
to vasbyt in the wind holding his beer.
“Our experience in Israel was
No sooner had we edged away from the pier, the true value
wonderful and we would highly
of our days in Habonim became evident, when Jonny asked,
“Nu, any of you okes (Cape Town parlance for ‘blokes’) rerecommend visiting there!”
member the bowline?” Frequently referred to as the King of
The folks who wrote this on their
the knots, the bowline is one of four basic maritime knots.
blog even posted directions. “It’s just
“Of course” all replied in uniSeasoned Sailor. Katharina Haendler
son, proving that the intervena simple overnight sail from Port Said
ing decades may have grayed
upon exiting the Suez Canal!”
the hair but knot-tying was not
yet a grey area! All boasted recBy David Kaplan
ollecting the differences bedding to the ever-increasing number of foreign tourists
tween the granny and the reef,
to Israel are those that tour the world on their yachts.
the sheepshank and the sheep
Hardly thought of in the not too distant past as a hot desbend, including the impressive
tination for the sea-faring crowd, this has changed in recent
Highwayman’s Hitch.
years as sailing has taken off locally, reflected in the increasWith Jonny behind the wheel,
ing number of marinas along Israel’s coast.
Decisive Decision.
Katharina hurrying from portChecking which way the
Apart from Tel Aviv, there are marinas in
side to starboard, unfurling the
Eilat, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Jaffa, Herzliya, wind is blowing, Stanley
main sail followed by the foreMilliner contemplates
Haifa and Acre. Clearly, sailing is riding
sail and with Martin working
whether to pop open a
the crest of a wave in popularity as more
the winches, it left the rest of
Maccabi or Goldstar!
and more Israelis are pursuing their
us to do the important work of
dreams at sea. Among them is former
cracking open the beers and getCapetonian, Dr. Jonathan Benjamin,
ting into the true ‘spirit’ of saila psychiatrist from Caesarea.
ing. When Jonny ordered “prepare to tack”, Mike from Minnesota assumed that
Anchors Aweigh
meant passing the nuts to go with the beers. Well
“No shoes on board,” bellowed the
over a nautical mile off shore, ‘Gone with the Wind’
captain as the writer together with
headed north towards Netanya.

Life’s a Breeze

A

continued on next page
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Coasting Along

netic basis for this behavior. For the time being, we were
all simply “thrilled” to be on deck relaxing.

With his yacht named after Margaret Mitchell’s immortal
Learning the Ropes
classic, an email address that begins with ‘Zola’ of J’accuse
Soon we were having lessons how to increase our speed
fame, and who majored in Latin at UCT because he enone
nautical knot at a time. A release here and a quick
joyed the bawdy poetry of
tightening there did the trick and was reCatullus, it was hardly surCheers. Jonny and Martin
warded
“as is the custom” by a celebratoprising that Jonny - with
attending to essentials.
ry
schnapps.
It also cleared up the question
one hand on the wheel the
as
to
the
connection
between measuring
other holding his ‘pint’ speeds at sea and knots.
was in his element quotTaking us back to the pirate days of
ing endlessly from a rich
Blackbeard and Captain Kidd, Jonny exarray of poetry and prose
plained how “these sailors would tie knots
at a drop of a swell or a
along a long line of rope at regular interswill of his beer.
vals, and then cast one end (weighted down
With the sun’s rays beatby a floating piece of wood) out behind
ing down, a gentle spray
their
vessel.
The
number of knots let out in a given period
coming off the surf and a brisling breeze in our faces, one
of
time
measured,
usually, by a small hourglass - would
could understand how yachtsmen romanticize about the
allow them to calculate the distance and consequently the
freedom they feel out at sea.
speed at which the boat was moving.”
Below deck on the coffee table in the salon, lay a copy
of Jonathan Raban’s Sailing Alone around the World’ which
Homeward Bound
Stanley browsed quickly through en route to bringing up
Prior to a sumptuous lunch of delicious sandwiches premore beers from the kitchen. A celebrated critic, academpared by Katherina, Jonny asked, “Anyone for a swim?”
ic and seafarer, Raban expounds on the relationship beToo deep to anchor, a clever play with the sails brought
tween man and nature, noting the first thing that struck
the yacht into a stationary position. There was only one
him when returning from sailing the high seas to his apartrule: once hitting the cold water, one had to immediatement in London was “how the weather was entirely inconly grab the rope attached to the rear of the yacht and hold
sequential.” Whether raining or sunny, windy or breathon. Bobbed up and down by the swells and swept by the
less, for the city dweller it has little relevance beyond the
current, it was a rule obeyed without question. Swimming
choice of apparel.
out at sea is vastly different than at the beach. The notion
“On the other hand,” stresses Jonny, “when out at sea, the
of the word “home” takes on a different meaning. Holding
weather dictates your day and defines your routine. What
tight onto the rope and staring at the very distant coastline,
is inconsequential on terra firma could prove existential at
‘Gone with the Wind’ was a chilling metaphor for ‘home’!
sea.” He recounted personal experiences to prove his point.
Soon it was time to return home.
With such insights, some of us slowed up on the beer
As we approached Herzliya Marina, the writer feasted his
and practiced our bowlines. Thankfully, we all had confieyes on a colourful kaleidoscope of yachts of all shapes and
dence in our captain.
sizes and was reminded of a Raoul Duffy seascape with its
shimmering reflections.
Thrill Seekers
In 1996 Jonny, a pioneer in genetics, was catapulted into
the international spotlight when his research group
at the Ben Gurion University of the Negev, corroborated the dramatic linkage between genetics
and personality with their discovery of the ‘Thrill
Gene’. Those individuals who were found to have
an elongated version of a gene referred to as D4DR
were shown to be more exploratory and risk-taking.
This may explain that those who crave thrills such
as skydiving and whitewater rafting may have a ge-
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Cheers! Michael Witkin from Grand
Rapids having a ‘grand’ time

On Reflection
A long passage of time separated the
sandy beach at Onrus, where Habonim
machanot (camps) were held, from the
turquoise sea off Israel’s Mediterranean
coast. In sailing parlance - we harboured
an enriching sense of our mooring.
It was Mike Witkin of Michigan who
eloquently summed up the reunion:
“I was blown away”! •

Keren Telfed

Keren Telfed and Other Funds
Please remember Keren Telfed when you are celebrating happy occasions, when you are
invited to enjoy meals with friends, or to pay tribute to the memories of loved ones. The Keren
Telfed Fund was started over 30 years ago. Donations are used to assist Southern Africans
in Israel during times of individual or family need and are tax-deductible. All donations are
acknowledged in the magazine as soon as possible after receipt thereof.
Please contact Tasha Elliston to make your donation:
09-7907819 or tasha@telfed.org.il

Donors......................................................Honorees
KEREN TELFED FUND (general assistance to the community as needed)

Herbert
Friends from Cape Town............................................Ruth Berman – special birthday
& Hazel
Annette Gordon.............................................................Solly Elstein – 80th birthday
Gaito........
Brian & Evelyn Berger..................................................Joss Hellerman – 60th Birthday
Happy Pesach wishes to friends: Barney & Fay
Bryan & Ruth Slater.......................................................Lesley Gild – 60th birthday
Wittert, Dave & Sarah Paiken , Eli & Miriam Shiloni,
Bryan & Ruth Slater.......................................................Ron & Riwa Lapid – 50th anniversary
Frank & Rochie Meyers, Jack & Tchiya Harris, Leah
Chaim & Lea Lacob.......................................................Abe Friedlander - 99th birthday
David & Gail Bloom.......................................................Leanora Salem – 95th birthday
Isenberg, Martin & Linky Furman, Tamar Meir
David & Julie Wermus..................................................David’s 90th birthday
David & Marlene Gaffan.............................................Leala Zimmerman
Edgar & Joyce Kohll......................................................Leanora Salem – 95th Birthday
Ellen & Leon Altman ...................................................Jack Rabin – 80th birthday
Eric & Matti Levanon....................................................Marc & Jackie Laurence, Natan & Terry Mowszowski – new grandson
Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper.....................Lee Baram – Wedding
Etti Shani............................................................................Sybil Sadowsky
Gerald & Hava Kaplan..................................................Thanks to Telfed – Mahal ‘48/’49
Glenda Leigh....................................................................Merle Zarmi – birthday
Harris & Phyllis Green..................................................Granddaughter Linor Green, on her Bat Mitzvah
Harris & Phyllis Green..................................................Grandson Omer Saban, on his Bar Mitzvah
Herbert & Hazel Gaito.................................................Jack Rabin’s – 80th birthday
Helene Sherer-Magid
Ivan & Vivienne Maron................................................Darren & Shelley Sosnovik – in appreciation
on her new home
Ivan & Vivienne Maron................................................Gary & Shira Cohen – in appreciation
Ivan & Vivienne Maron................................................Ivor & Michael of “Goldies” – in appreciation
Ivan & Vivienne Maron................................................Solomon & Jessica Sarway
Skip & Rivka
Pesach Appeal
Justin & Pamela Silver..................................................Maurice Segal – 90th birthday
Treisman – 70th
Wednesday Bridge
Larry & Rhona Shein.....................................................Colin Schachat – in appreciation
birthdays
Game: Mona Bear,
Leah Newstead...............................................................Helene Sherer-Magid – new home
Sidney & Irit
Rena Wexler, Ethne
Loraine & Mike Solomon............................................Joey Freudman – birthday
Kaplan, Janice &
Tolkin, Ruth Kavalsky,
Leslie & Babette Serebro............................................Hylda Sidelsky – 90th Birthday
Jack Friedberg, Eric
Jean Kangisser, Freda
Lorna & Mervyn Toube, Lucille Reef......................Hylda Sidelsky – 90th birthday
Swerdlow, Zena &
Steingold
Phyllis & Basil Swimmer..............................................Hylda Sidelsky - 90th birthday
Basil Berelowitz
Phillip & Estelle Chasen...............................................June Kaplan – special birthday
Phillip & Estelle Chasen...............................................Becky Marock – special birthday
Mannie & Rayla Shimoni............................................Chaim & Frances Maisel – special birthdays
Max & Libby Strous.......................................................Ann Sperber – 75th birthday
Rita
Michael & Sharon Shine.............................................Bernhard Lazarus – birthday
Chadowitz
Nesta Lessem...................................................................Harold & Molly Rabkin – in appreciation
– 90th
Nesta Lessem...................................................................Michael & Eve Adler
birthday
Phil & Wendy Goldstein..............................................Jon Freedman – special birthday
Sheila
Sheila Swiel and Family..............................................Rita Chadowitz – 90th birthday
Swiel and
Shimon Cohen................................................................Miriam Cohen
Family
Steven & Thelma Levy.................................................Leo & Ilana Dubb – 50th wedding anniversary
Wilfred & Chana Stein..................................................Miriam (Morganstern) Scherr – 85th birthday
Zelda Sulski.......................................................................Oeni (Aaron Poplack) – 90th birthday
Sidney & Michele Shapiro..........................................Karin Hesselberg & family – Pesach sameach and mazal tov on the arrival of Danielle
continued on top of next page
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Keren Telfed

LONE SOLDIERS FUND (to assist young South African lone soldiers)
Bebe Feldman.................................................................Leslie & Jean Baron – birthdays
Chaim Lazear...................................................................In loving memory of Stanley Kahn
Daphni Apter...................................................................Leslie & Jean Baron – birthdays
Maurice & Charlotte Alhadeff..................................Gerda Sless – on her special birthday
Michael & Ofra Stanger...............................................Pesach Matza Sale
Rae & David Kopping...................................................In memory of Greer-Rose Kopping
Stanley & Sharon-Anne Epstein..............................Rob & Goldie Epstein – Chanan’s engagement
Stillman Family................................................................Nechama & Moshe Blonder
Sunday Kalookie School.............................................Pesach

Susan Sharon, in
appreciation:
Cyril & Deanna
Diamond (Lone
Soldiers), Naty &
Denise Tobias (Marilyn
Chazan Memorial
Bursary Fund), Sidney &
Shifra Neumann (Lone
Soldiers)

HELPING HAND (for the elderly)
Anonymous......................................................................In loving memory of Ros Israelstam
Arthur & Vivien Wolman.............................................Ron & Riwa Lapid – 50th wedding anniversary
Howard & Orna Shuman............................................Sandra Shuman
Issy & Paula Miodownik, Freda Pincus.................Lonya (Leon) Rubin – 80th birthday
Karen Sidelsky & Joan Shapiro................................In loving memory of Benny Shapiro
Louis & Isobel Hare.......................................................59th wedding anniversary
Micky & Hymie Goldblatt...........................................In loving memory of Herman Musikanth
Sadie Symon....................................................................In loving memory of Dr. Michael Symon
Solly & Chana Ben Ami...............................................In loving memory of Ada Blecher
Sonia Sacks.......................................................................In loving memory of Leslie Sacks
Yehuda Tobias.................................................................In loving memory of his mother, Sybil Tobias

IN MEMORIAM

Clive and Adele Gold: In
memory of their beloved parents
Freda and Morry, formerly of
Pretoria

Zelda & Perry
Lootsteen: In

memory of Gordon
Mandelsweig
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Ada Katzeff & Family....................................................In loving memory of Oscar Katzeff
Andrea Armist with Jodi, Oren & Omer..............In loving memory of husband & father, Brian; son & brother, Jason
Andrea Armist with Jodi, Oren & Omer..............In loving memory of parents Esther & Ockey Saltz, and in-laws Ben & Judy Armist
Avinoam and Hannah Bakst.....................................In loving memory of their parents
Bernard & Marion Werner..........................................In loving memory of Lionel Marks – 13th Yahrzeit
Bernice Lewak-Zohn.....................................................In loving memory of her mother, Sybil Levin
Cecile Rechtman............................................................In loving memory of her parents
Colin Price.........................................................................In loving memory of Ellen Price
Denise Azriel....................................................................In loving memory of her beloved mother, Bertha Spilg
Dolores Linde..................................................................In loving memory of Hilly Linde
Fay Katz..............................................................................In loving memory of her parents
Fonda Dubb.....................................................................In loving memory of Michelle Kibel
Franklin Kessler...............................................................In loving memory of Solly Kessler on his 10th Yahrzeit
Jack Horner.......................................................................In loving memory of Mr and Mrs Alex Horner
Jacqueline Kloss.............................................................In loving memory of Bessie Rendel
Jacqueline Kloss.............................................................In loving memory of Mervyn Kloss
Jeff Geffen.........................................................................In loving memory of his beloved wife, Doreen
Jeff Lederer.......................................................................In loving memory of Benno Lederer
Julian Hurwitz..................................................................In loving memory of Meyer Aaron Hurwitz
Leslie & Reena Stoch....................................................In loving memory of Margot and Ike Scher
Linda & Avram Grinberg.............................................In loving memory of Allen Chasen
Louis Goldstein...............................................................In loving memory of Israel & Miriam Goldstein
Melanie Book...................................................................In loving memory of Leon Armist
Meyer Planer....................................................................In loving memory of Bella Planer
Narda Korakin..................................................................In loving memory of her beloved mother
Nechama Keynan..........................................................In loving memory of her parents, Ray & Joe Joselowitz
Norman & Barbara Emdin..........................................In loving memory of their parents
Ora Even-Ari.....................................................................In loving memory of Elaine Rosenberg
Ray & Zohar Levitan.....................................................In loving memory of their parents
Renee Rakin.....................................................................In remembrance of Woolf
Sharon, Asher & Oren Hoffer....................................In loving memory of Ann Menachemson
Smoky & Myra Simon..................................................In loving memory of Miriam Tolkowsky
Sonia Sacks.......................................................................In loving memory of Leslie Sacks
Sunday Squash Group.................................................In fond memory of Maurice Wilensky, friend & squash partner
Yehuda Tobias.................................................................In loving memory of Sybil Tobias

LAW OFFICES
ADV. HERTZEL KATZ BA.LLB
SHARON ARANYA KATZ BA.LLB

Leonora Salem’s 95th with fellow
Zimbabweans. .l-r Mervyn and Joyce
Lasovsky, Nick Alhadeff, Leonora, Berry
Hammar, Joyce and Edgar Kohll

We specialize in
REAL ESTATE [purchase ,sale, leasing and management]
WILLS, PROBATE ORDERS, GUARDIANSHIP
COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS
OPINIONS ON RSA SUCCESSION LAW
CONFLICT RESOLUTION
NOTARY
HERTZEL 0502 501928
www.katzlawyers.co.il

BURSARY FUNDS

*KEREN ALIZA

42 Bialik Blvd. Ramat Hasharon
OFFICE: 03 5496475
FAX:
03 5496147
E mail katz_adv@netvision.net.il

David & Hilary Kaplan..................................................Reichenberg family, on
the sad passing of their boisterous boxers – Monty & Abbey
Deborah Orr (Adelsky) & family..............................In loving memory of Aliza & Marvyn Hatchuel
Walter Hatchuel..............................................................In loving memory of Marvyn Hatchuel

Keren Aliza
Mark, Jodi,
Deanne and Saul
Reichenberg on the
sad passing of their
beloved, boisterous
boxers– Monty &
Abbey

*MAYER PINCUS BAREL FUND
George Kalisch with Cora..........................................Lonya (Leon) Rubin – special birthday

*SAM LEVIN BURSARY FUND
Jonathan Danilowitz, Ros & Phil Minster............Judy Bar Levav – 90th birthday

*FREDA AND MORRY GOLD MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND
Clive and Adele Gold ..................................................In memory of their beloved parents Freda and Morry, formerly of Pretoria

*PRAS

Ron & Riwa
Lapid – 50th
wedding
anniversary:

Dalia & Gaon Cababia, Norma & Iso Sedacca...Livia Berchowitz – 80th birthday
Issy & Paula Miodownik, Freda Pincus.................Elaine Katz – 80th birthday
Linda & Herschy Pakter...............................................Joss Hellerman – 60th birthday
Naty & Denise Tobias...................................................Dana Levy Tavor – in appreciation
Ron & Riwa Lapid..........................................................Arthur & Vivien Wolman, Arthur & Louise Lipshitz,
Arnie & Rachel Shubb, Karin Hesselberg & family, Bryan & Ruth Slater - Pesach sameach

Arthur
& Vivien
Wolman,
Bryan & Ruth
Slater

*WOOLF RAKIN MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND
Renee Rakin.....................................................................In loving memory of her husband, Woolf

SURF FUND (special urgent relief fund)
Bernard and Marion Werner.....................................In loving memory of Lionel
Marks on his 13th yartzheit
Anonymous......................................................................

TECI (Telfed Ethiopian Community initiative)
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Dr. Martin Ellis – in appreciation
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Steve & Ethyne Handler
– in appreciation
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Mel & Eileen Cohen
– in appreciation
Roy & Lesley Cohen......................................................Melvyn Cohen – birthday
Sydney & Ari Lossin......................................................In loving memory
of their friend Bella Nick
Zelda & Perry Lootsteen.............................................In memory
of Gordon Mandelzweig
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Olah Profile

By David Kaplan

HOT connections

Eighteen months since her last appearance in Telfed Magazine as a bride, Netania
Haber (née Kahn) blossoms again – this time representing Israel Connection
while on an Israel advocacy tour of North America.
Working as a qualified architect in Jerusalem, Netania
still finds time to indulge in
her other true love – “apart
from Eli” – of promoting
Israel. Born in Johannesburg,
Netania came on Aliyah with
her family in 1994 at the
age of six. Living for two
Love Birds who love Israel,
years on Kibbutz Shluchot
Netania and Eli Kahn.
before moving to Shoham,
Netania was active in Bnei Akiva working her way up
from being a madricha to working for World Bnei Akiva
and the Jewish Agency, involved mainly with overseas
groups touring Israel. She continues in this field with
Israel Connection which has as its mission, “connecting
Diaspora Jewry with Israel,” says Netania.
“It never ceases to fascinate me to see how tourists, particularly those seeing Israel for the first time, respond to
the experience,” says Netania. Arriving young, “I did not
see what my parents saw when they made the decision
to make Aliyah, so I am always focused on what is that
magic that ignites those passions in people towards Israel.”
Frequently, “it is the little things.” Netania sites examples
how visitors pickup on the “festive imagery on the Coca
Cola bottles during Pesach or husbands buying flowers
before Shabbat. These may be small issues which we in
Israel take for granted but for visitors they get to really
feel what it is like to experience living in a Jewish State.”

Clueless

The purpose of Netania’s visit to Canada and the USA
was to address school kids in a number of cities on “how
the world sees Israel.” Through the use of video clips and
games “I showed how negative impressions about Israel
arise through the media.” One example was of a video
taken at UCLA where students were randomly stopped
and asked questions about the Middle East. “It exposed
how students at a top university were clueless.” Asked
to name the only true democracy in the Middle East,
“the only one named was Iraq.”
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When asked “What is Hamas?” all thought it was a
type of food, “confusing it with Hummus.”
Other cases she presented were the news reports on
the fatal 2014 terror attack on the synagogue in Har
Nof. “We showed a clip of CNN initially reporting that
it was an attack on a mosque in Israel. We also showed
an article from the Guardian that had removed all references to Palestinians from the text, writing only that
“two men” had perpetrated the attack, and a Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation article headlined, “Jerusalem
police fatally shoot two after apparent synagogue attack,”
implying that most of the culpability lay with the Israeli
police for responding to the attack.”
With exposure to this type of reporting, “all the young
students agreed that news consumers would likely blame
Israel and see it as the perennial aggressor.”
Next up for Netania “apart from designing buildings” is
designing an Israel Leadership Summer Camp for 2016,
“where we are working with many organisations and expect a good attendance from all over the world. We hope
to have participants from South Africa.”
Architect Netania is helping to “build” Israel in more
ways than one! •
No Kidding! Netania Kahn addressing young
students across the USA on how the world media
distorts the truth on reporting on Israel.

Feature
A Golda Moment. Israel’s Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Golda Meir who
was in Zambia in October 1964 for its
Independence celebrations, stopped for a
few hours in Ndola where she “brought a
bag of Jaffa oranges,” says Dr. Aviva Ron,,
whose mother, Yona Katz is seen on the
right with Becky Katz, both members of
WIZO (Zambia) who were at the airport
to welcome Golda.

By David Kaplan

W

e always punched above
our weight,” expressed
Michael Galaun referring to the Jewish community of
Zambia in his address to a large
gathering at Tel Aviv’ University
(TAU). Telfed was represented by its Chairman,
Dave Bloom and CEO,
Dorron Kline. The occasion was the unveiling
of the Zambian Jewish
Community Public Health Wing at the School of Public
Health and the Tel Aviv-Copperbelt University Exchange
Programme.
Galaun’s observation was
spot on!
The community may have been small in number - in its
heyday only 1200 souls - but its impact has always been
impressive regarding its contribution to the development
of Zambia (formerly Northern Rhodesia) and its support
of Israel. Little has changed even though the community’s numbers are today down to 20 souls. The accumulated
proceeds of the sale of communal assets – which included five synagogues – “enabled us to provide funding for a
university and a new medical school in Ndola, Zambia and
the Zambian Public Health Wing at Tel Aviv University
as well as the exchange programme,” Galaun told Telfed

Friends in Deed

Magazine. “Both allocations enshrine for eternity our community’s open-ended enriching relationships with Zambia
and Israel.”
Revealing the
importance of
the exchange
programme, Prof. Kasonde Bowa, Dean of Copperbelt
University explained: “The population of Zambia is 14
million and there are only 1200 doctors in the country. The generous donation from the Jewish community
will allow us to enrol more students enabling us to better
meet the human resource needs for our health services.”
However, too few doctors are only half the problem as
“they are confined to the main urban areas. By opening this
new medical faculty in the Copperbelt province, we are also
bringing much needed medical services to the countryside.”
The emphasis, he asserts, “will be on training doctors in
preventative rather than curative medicine. The opportunity to work with the TAU School of Public Health is an
opportunity that we grabbed with both hands because it
helps us strengthen our public health
New Partnerships:
programme.”
Professor Naison Ngoma
and Michael Galaun unProf. Naison Ngoma, Vice Chancellor
veiling Zambian Jewish
of Copperbelt University, praised the
Community Public Health
State of Israel and the Jewish People.

The Zambia - Israel Connection

Exchange Program at Tel
Aviv University.

continued on next page
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Zukas fought for
“Never have I felt so moved by a people, who through
Zambia’s indetheir talent and humanity, set about achieving the
impossible. We only have to look at what Israel has
pendence, which
achieved despite the overwhelming odds. It is inresulted in his decredible that whatever Israel touches turns into –
portation in 1952.
I was going to say ‘gold’ – but instead ‘green’. Its
Undeterred, he
contribution to agriculture is astounding and we
campaigned until
in Zambia can learn from your experience through
Zambia finally
our relationship with Tel Aviv University.”
won its independence in 1964. He
At the inauguration of the Zambian Jewish Community
Listening to the Vice Chancellor of Copperbelt
Public
Health
Wing
at
the
School
of
Public
Health,
TAU:
Dave
returned
home to a
University with the President of Tel Aviv University
Bloom, Former Israeli Ambassador to Zimbabwe and Zambia hero’s welcome carProf. Joseph Klafter sitting nearby, the writer could
- Gershon Gan, Dr. Aviva Ron, Rabbi Moshe Silberhaft.
ried on the shoulnot fail to contrast the image with that of the Vice
ders of locals who met him at the airport. He went on to
Chancellor of UCT, Prof. Max Price addressing a gathering
hold two ministerial posts and remains active in commuof UCT alumni in Jerusalem in 2013. The writer addressed
nal affairs. He visited Israel in 2011 for the opening of the
a question to the UCT Vice Chancellor as to whether while
Isaac Ochberg Memorial Park. Zukas’ wife Cynthia is a
in Israel he would be meeting with his counterparts of unigranddaughter of Isaac Ochberg.
versities in Israel. He replied emphatically: “No. I cannot
While Zukas may enjoy the highest profile of Zambia’s
be seen to be having such meetings. If they hear back in
Jews, collectively the small Jewish community helped shape
South Africa that I held meetings with university heads,
the country.
this could prove counterproductive.”
Instrumental in cementing the marriage between TAU
On the contrary, such ‘meetings’ as Israel’s Zambian friends
and Copperbelt University was Dr. Aviva Ron. Formerly
have shown are highly productive and not counter-productive.
from Ndola, in Zambia, Aviva obtained her Masters and
Both the new Israeli ambassador to Zambia, Gershon
PhD from the Bloomberg School of Hygiene and Public
Kedar and Noar Morag from the Israeli Ministry of Foreign
Health at Johns Hopkins and in 2014, received that uniAffairs expressed the importance of increasing student exversity’s prestigious Global Achievement Award. She
changes. “This year there are 15 students from Copperbelt
has largely dedicated her career, both in and outside of
University at TAU on an eleven month programme,” says
Israel, to the field of public health and is currently assistMorag. “Before they leave, the students are required to preing the Government of Zambia in developing a National
sent a public health programme that they will implement
Health Insurance on the lines of the Israeli system. Her
in Zambia. The training here is practical,” adds Ambassador
late father Hananiah Elkaim, was amongst five Jews, inKedar, “We plan soon to send TAU students to Copperbelt
cluding Michael Galaun, who were awarded a Zambian
University where they can obtain first-hand experience of
Presidential Golden Jubilee Medal on the occasion of the
health conditions in a developing country.”
50th Anniversary of Zambia’s Independence. The other
three were Simon Zukas, Alfred and Maureen Figov. Like
Early Days
many Jews in Zambia, Aviva’s father supported educational
European Jews first came to Zambia at the end of the
institutions and orphanages and in his capacity as a road19th century, many settling in the capital, Livingstone. The
builder, built many of the roads in Zambia.
early arrivals were pioneers looking for better economic opportunities; later they came as refugees fleeing Nazi perLegacy
secution. “They came with very little; they worked hard,
As the historian Hugh MacMillan records on the Zambian
built a community with synagogues and gave generously
Jewish
community: “It’s a tiny population that has been,
to causes in Zambia and Israel,” said Galaun.
or was, influential beyond its numbers.” Maybe the apAmong the most influential early Jewish immigrants were
pellation “was” is premature. Israel’s recent Governor of
the Susman brothers from Lithuania. They arrived in 1901,
the Bank of Israel, Stanley Fischer, who skillfully navisettled in Livingstone and went on to build a business emgated Israel’s economy through a global financial storm,
pire that included copper mines and cattle ranches. Leaders
was born in Zambia.
in the Jewish community, the brothers championed the
And now with the established nexus between Tel Aviv
construction of Livingstone’s synagogue in the late 1920s.
University and the Copperbelt University, the contribution
Later, the name Simon Zukas stood out as a beacon.
of that “tiny population” still reaches out into the future.•
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Feature
By David Kaplan

O

Unearthing the Past

n a crisp 2015 February morning
The recent reinterrment of WWI hero Lt. Colonel John Henry Patterson on Moshav
on Moshav Avichail near Netanya,
Avihail led to the discovery of the burial place of former ‘Capetonian’
with the sound of Israel’s flag whipping
in the wind, the ashes of John Henry
Solem Shmuel Schwartzbard - the avenger of Ukranian Jewry.
Patterson, a lieutenant colonel in the
British military who had served in the
Anglo Boer War, were reinterred 67
in England and in the United States
Russian Empire under
years after his death. During World
with Jabotinsky and Patterson to advothe last Tsar, that he
War I, Patterson commanded the
had ‘lived’ in Cape Town
cate
for
a
Jewish
army
to
fight
against
Zion Mule Corps and the
dead longer than alive, Sholem-Shmuel
the
Nazis.
Jewish Legion - the first
and had been prosecuted Schwartzbard
Jewish military fightWhen Netanyahu’s elder
for murder. When Abel
ing units in two
brother Jonathan was born
added “proudly” prosecuted for murmillennia. His adin 1946, Ben-Zion bestowed
der, this writer remained baffled even
jutant was Joseph
upon Patterson the honor of
when he revealed the name SholemTrumpeldor.
Sandak, (godfather) and named
Shmuel Schwartzbard (1886-1938).
him after Patterson. “Yoni”
Although he was
And yet this man, who is popularly reNetanyahu like his namesake
Christian, Patterson
ferred to as the nokem (the avenger of
would too become a lieutenant
had expressed an inUkrainian Jewry), and who has many
terest in being bur- Lt. Col. John Henry Patterson colonel and fell leading the
streets named after him in Israel, reheroic Entebbe rescue operaied in Israel alongside
mains largely unknown to the Southern
tion in 1976.
the men whom he had commandAfrican community.
ed. His wishes were finally honoured
Referring to Patterson as the “godand his remains and those of his wife,
father of the Israeli army,” Netanyahu
Daredev i l
Frances, were moved to the cemetery at
said that “today, we are repaying a
Schwartzbard was a cultured early
Avichail, a moshav founded by many
great historical and personal debt to
th
20
century swashbuckler character
of his soldiers.
a great friend of our people, a great
that
Hollywood
adventure actor Errol
champion of Zionism, and a great
Speaking at the ceremony, Prime
Flynn could so easily have portrayed.
believer in the Jewish state and the
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu noted
A  poet and author, Schwartzbard
Jewish people.”
that his late father, Ben-Zion, worked
was a revolutionary agitator, an anarchist and a soldier. He served with
Th e Jew i s h
distinction in both the French and
‘Aven ger’
Russian military during WWI.
This event would have remained
Enlisting in the French Foreign
simply another interesting news item
Legion,
he fought in the Second Battle
in the local media had not former
of
Artois
in May 1915. His bravaCapetonian Abel Levitt from Kfar
do on the battlefield caught the atSaba asked: “...and do you know
tention of his superiors and he was
who is buried alongside?” Revealing
moved in early 1915 to the regular
my ignorance, Abel disclosed that
French 363rd régiment d’infanterie and
Col. Patterson’s celebrated ‘neightransferred south to the Vosges Forest.
bour’ was born in what was the
While there, he was shot through the
Learning about the Past. Abel Levitt’s
left lung. The doctors gave him litgranddaughter, Keren, from Givat Shapira,
tle hope of surviving but he slowly
at the graveside of Lieutenant Colonel John
Henry Patterson, a Christian who championed Zionism and whose adjutant during
WWI was Joseph Trumperldor.

continued on next page
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Aven ger s & Sav i o u r s

From Schwartbard to Och berg

During the same period in the same region that Sholem Schwartzbard had fought in
the Russian Civil War, reports began filtering through to South Africa of dreadful pogroms
taking place in the Ukraine. Cataclysmic forces were in play and Jews were caught in the
middle. Poor at the best of times owing to centuries of oppression, the condition of Jews
deteriorated. Famine was followed by epidemics of typhoid and other diseases, and into
this amalgam of calamitous forces, the most toxic of ancient antagonism exploded to the
forefront - anti-Semitism. Polish and other peasants joined forces with reactionary officers
and troops to massacre Jews wherever they found them. Pogroms were being reported daily the full details and exact numbers of Jews killed are to this day still unknown. No fewer than 400,000
Jewish orphans were known to be destitute.
In despairing letters smuggled through enemy lines, Jews pleaded to their kinsmen in South Africa
and elsewhere in the world for immediate help. These pleas galvanized the Jewish communities in
South Africa. “Why not try and mount a rescue operation and bring at least some of the children out,”
people asked at meetings across the country. Overnight an idea took shape and spread like wildfire.
With abounding energy and enthusiasm, Cape Town businessman Isaac Ochberg embraced the plan
and together with the Jewish leadership mounted a bold rescue mission.
Like the Pied Piper of Hamelin, Ochberg, mostly with a horse and cart, moved from town to town,
and village to village collecting orphans. Four months later, “Daddy Ochberg” and his approximately
200 children arrived by ship in Cape Town. “Never to my dying day, shall I ever forget our first sight
of the lights of Cape Town and then the reception when we came ashore with half the city waiting
on the quay for us,” expressed the late Fanny Frier. Today there are thousands of descendants of
Ochberg’s orphans living all over the world because of the vision and fortitude of one man.
When Ochberg died in Cape Town in 1936, “he left what remains to this day the largest single bequest
to the JNF which was used largely to redeem a huge tract of land in Palestine called Nachalat Yitzchak
Ochberg – which today includes kibbutzim Dalia and Galed,” says Bennie Penzik of Ramat Hasharon
whose parents were both Ochberg orphans and who heads the Isaac Ochberg Israel Committee. The
Committee - Ian Rogow, Hertzel Katz, Leon Segal and the writer, David Kaplan - has been responsible
for a number of projects including promoting education in schools on the legacy of Ochberg as well as
supporting the new Isaac Ochberg Memorial Park, sponsored by the KKL-JNF next to Kibbutz Ein
HaShofet. “I invite all Southern Africans - those living in Israel and visiting from abroad – to visit the
park and learn about our proud
heritage,” says Bennie. While at
present there are plaques with
information about the orphans
and their savior – Isaac Ochberg
– the committee is active with
the KKL-JNF in the construction
of a migdal (Tower) which will
provide panoramic views of
one of the most beautiful areas
in Israel.
It will offer more than a vista of
terrain; it will reflect the vision
Honouring Ochberg. Telfed Vice Chairman, Maish Isaacson plants of an inspirational South African
a tree on behalf of Telfed at the opening of the Isaac Ochberg who had the foresight to invest
Memorial Park in July 2011. Bennie Penzik (r), Chairman of the
in Israel when the concept of the
Isaac Ochberg Committee (Israel) and Hertzel Katz (l) assist.
Jewish State was still a dream.•
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Isaac Ochberg

improved and received
the Croix de guerre for
bravery.
The end of the
First World War
brought no peace for
Schwartzbard. Russia
was in the throes of revolution and Schwartzbard
found himself commanding a unit of 90 sabres in the brigade
of Grigory Kotovsky. His unit was
finally betrayed by the Bolsheviks,
who murdered many of his sleeping
comrades.

‘Open Seas o n’ o n Jew s

While in Kiev in July and August of
1919, Schwartzbard witnessed firsthand the ruins and human devastation left by pogrom violence - images
that would haunt him for the rest of his
life. Fifteen members of his family perished in pogroms, including his parents and his beloved uncle. He blamed
their deaths on Symon Petliura, the
nationalist leader who led Ukraine’s
struggle for independence following
the Russian Revolution of 1917.
During Petliura’s rule, a series of mass
pogroms were perpetrated against the
Jews of Ukraine. Estimates of the number of civilian Jews murdered range
from 35,000 to 100,000; up to 40%
of these victims may have been killed
by forces loyal to Petliura (others by
independent warlords, Denikin’s White
forces, and Bolsheviks). At the time,
Ukraine was a major Jewish population centre, and during the Russian
Civil War, an estimated 70,000 to
250,000 civilian Jews were killed in
the atrocities throughout the former Russian Empire; the number of
Jewish orphans exceeded 400,000.(See
Ochberg’s Orphans box)

Reven ge i n Par i s

While it is still debated how directly Petliura was involved in the po-

a gun, shot him three times, while exin Moshav Aviyail.
groms, some historians claim that as
the head of the government, he did
claiming “This, for the pogroms; this
Ep i l og ue
little to stop them and by his inaction
for the massacres, this for the victims.”
encouraged the mass murder of Jews.
When police rushed to him to make
While Schwartzbard never made it
Petliura’s remark, “it is a pity that potheir arrest, he calmly handed over his
weapon, saying, “You can argroms takes place, but they uphold the
Paying Respects:
discipline of the army” shows how he
rest me, I’ve killed a murderer.”
Abel Levitt at
exploited anti-Semitic sentiment emPut on trial by the Public
the graves of
bedded in the minds of his soldiers,
Court Committee on October
Schwartzbard
commanders and the peasant pop18, 1927, Schwartzbard’s deand Patterson
ulation at large. He recognized the
fence was that he was avengvalue of exploiting anti-Semitism for
ing the deaths of the victims
political gain - something the Nazis
of the pogroms, “including
would master two decades later on a
my parents and another thirmass industrial scale.
teen members of my family.”
When Petliura relocated to Paris in
After a trial lasting eight days,
1924 as the head of the governmentthe jury acquitted him.
to Palestine alive, there are no impedin-exile of the Ukrainian People’s
While Schwartzbard tried to immiiments for today’s Jews in the Ukraine
Republic, Schwartzbard, who had
grate to Palestine, the British Mandate
where they are welcomed by a sovermoved to Paris in 1920, was waiting
authorities refused him a visa. In
eign Jewish State – Israel. With the
for him.
1937 he traveled to South
Ukraine again in turmoil, the numOn May 25, 1926, while
Africa to raise money for a
ber of its Jewish citizens arriving in
window shopping along a
Yiddish language Encyclopedia
Israel has risen sharply. The Jewish
Paris boulevard, Petliura
and died in Cape Town on
Agency estimates that at least 200,000
was approached by a man
March 3, 1938. His funeral
Ukrainians are eligible to migrate to
who asked in Ukrainian,
at the Maitland Cemetery was
Israel under its “Law of Return”, which
“Are you Mr. Petliura?”
the largest ever attended in the
allows people with at least one Jewish
When he responded in the
Cape Town Jewish community.
grandparent to receive citizenship.
affirmative, Schwartzbard, Ukranian murderer of He remained buried there until
Should Schwartzbard be looking down
shouted “Defend yourself,
1967, when in accordance with
Jews, Petliura.
from his celestial perch, the nokem you bandit!” Petliura raised
the terms of his will, his remains
the avenger - would be smiling! •
his cane and Schwartzbard pulled out
were transported to Israel and buried
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By David Kaplan

Hunting Hodgkin

For Dr. Gail Loon-Lustig, Chairman of Beth Protea,
a recent walk in Jaffa, led to the closing of a circle
that began as a young medical student at UCT in the early seventies.
Sitting through a series of riveting lectures on “soft tissue tumours and lymphomas” by pathologist Dr. Len Kahn, Gail
was enthralled in learning about
Hodgkin`s Disease. “I was completely absorbed in the histology
of this tumour which had special
features when looked at under the
microscope.” Gail became no less
fascinated about the life of the
famed nineteenth century physician from London after whom the
disease was named - Thomas
Hodgkin. Hodgkin’s disease (Hodgkin lymphoma) is a type of lymphoGotcha: After years of searching, Gail
ma, a cancer that starts in
Lustig found the burial place of Thomas
white blood cells called
Hodgkin in Jaffa. (portrait - right)
lymphocytes.
What very few people today know but what Gail remembered from Dr. Kahn’s
lectures was that Hodgkin who died in 1866 is buried in Jaffa. “He had visited the grave himself and said how moved he was but never revealed its exact
location,” which for Gail remained a mystery despite frequent searching. The
first effort of Gail’s enquiry was to ascertain how this famed English physician - considered one of the most prominent pathologists of his time and a
pioneer in preventive medicine - came to be buried in Jaffa.
Research revealed that Hodgkin was a great friend and personal physician to
Sir Moses Montefiore (1784-1885). While there could have been few men
in Victorian England who presented greater contrasts than the Quaker physician Dr. Thomas Hodgkin and the Jewish financier Sir Moses Montefiore,
“both shared a deep sense of justice and service to the poor, beyond their
many personal talents” says Gail. “It was in this area of common interest that
they toured together five times to the Middle East, including Palestine with
the aim of supporting its struggling Jewish community.”
It was on one of these trips in 1886 that Hodgkin, at the age of 68, while
visiting at the time of Passover, contracted dysentery and died in Jaffa.
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A Walk in th e ‘Dark’

Gail made Aliyah in 1976 and became
acquainted with Jaffa which she enjoyed walking around with her husband Shamir. All the time Hodgkin’s
grave eluded her. It was only in 2014
when she read an article in Ha’aretz
about two doctors and an architect who
had obtained donations and decided to
renovate Hodgkin’s grave in Jaffa that
finally provided Gail her roadmap to
achieve her goal. She learned that the
grave lies in a small Anglican cemetery at 19 Yefet Street “in the garden
of a small house owned and run by
Yakov Damkin - a Jewish Messianic
evangelist.”
Setting her eyes on the grave, Gail reveals how moved she was by the experience of finally seeing the grave of
the man “to whom millions owe the
diagnosis of their illness. And to think
it is in Israel!”
Hodgkin’s life was devoted to attempts
to help the underprivileged and oppressed peoples throughout the world,
including North America, Australia,
Africa, Syria, the British West Indies
and Liberia. He lectured on sanitary
measures and stressed the importance
of protecting child labourers during the early phase of the Industrial
Revolution in England. He cared for
the poor, especially Jews in London,
and often did not charge fees.
He stressed the importance of adequate oxygen, bathing, and proper
disposal of sewage and warned of the
dangers of overeating, excessive alcohol use and tobacco use. Here he was
way ahead of his time expressing that
“smoking encroaches on the freedom and

Thanks to the RE/MAX Real Estate School,

I made
comfort of others.” He was an outspoken advocate for equal education for
boys and girls.
Interestingly, Edmund Burke who had
written in 1795 that “The only thing
necessary for the triumph of evil is for
good men to do nothing” had purchased
a calligraphy work by Hodgkin’s father.
A corollary to Burke’s statement is
the ancient adage that although one
cannot solve all the problems of the
world, neither is one free to take no
part in the effort. Hodgkin took part
in the effort and tried to better the lot
of his fellow man. The American historian Amalie Kass commented that
over and above Hodgkin’s contribution to medicine, he is remembered
“because he was so good and tried so
hard to do good. Not always successfully; sometimes with a limited sense of reality, but always with pure motives. It is
inspiring to meet a true idealist, especially in an era when
idealism is often either ignored or disparaged. We admire his consistency and his
refusal to sacrifice principle
for expediency.”
These are fine words about a
fine man and fitting how it
all gels in 2015 on the 40th
anniversary of Gail’s 1975
UCT medical class reunion
and to whom in preparation,
she has sent photographs of
Hodgkin’s gravestone.
The inscription on Hodgkin’s
gravestone reads: “Nothing
of humanity was foreign to
him”. At least now the location of the grave is no longer foreign to Gail! •
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Fast Times in Jerusalem

From King David School in Johannesburg where she sprinted as a youngster,
to running alongside the walls of the ancient city of King David in the 2015
Jerusalem Marathon, “It’s been uphill all the way,” jokes Andrea Epstein.
Andrea, who made Aliyah in 1997, had always wanted to get back on track,
so one morning four years ago, “I
put on running shoes and took
to the streets.” That was the start.
Sweating & Smiling. Andrea Epstein
crossing the finishing line in the 2015
Improving in strength and stamJerusalem Marathon
ina along Jerusalem’s hilly streets,
she ran in the half marathon in
2012, “and loved it so much,” was
determined to run the full marathon the following year.
It was not to be.
“I sprained my Achilles Heel training in 2013” and the following year
she fell ill and had to withdraw.
When on the 13 th March 2015
Andrea readied herself at the starting line outside the Israel Museum,
she was one of 160 women competitors from all over the world.
She was fit and raring to go!
Her pre-race training meant rising “at 4 o’clock three mornings
a week, in all weather no matter
how cold or wet. The only time I
did not run was when it snowed.”
continued on next page
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What motivated Andrea?
“It was the pleasure of eliminating the phrase “I can’t” from my vocabulary
and that feeling of crossing a finishing line of a marathon – that special exhilaration that comes with running long distances and knowing that nothing
will ever again feel impossible.”
Her message is simple: “You can do it. All it takes is dedication and hard work.”
Hmm....that already cuts out most of the human race! •

A Tribute to our Heroes
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They left jobs, interrupted their studies, and some even postponed weddings.
Literally rescheduling their lives, they dropped everything to come and fight
for the fledging Jewish State. In cockpits and on board ships, in tanks and
armored vehicles, treating the wounded in hospitals and on the front lines,
these young idealistic men and women - Jews and non-Jews - helped turn the
tide in Israel’s War of Independence.
Many veterans of World War II, they brought their experience and expertise to the makeshift armed forces of the new State. They were MACHAL,
Mitnadvei Chutz La’aretz, 3500 overseas volunteers from forty-three countries across the globe.
Amongst this special breed, were some 810 Southern Africans, representing
23% of the total complement of overseas volunteers.
Paying tribute to our fallen volunteers in March 2015 at the Machal Memorial
at Sha’ar Ha’Gai, Telfed was represented by CEO Dorron Kline and it would
take more than a broken hip to keep former navigator and Chairman of World
Machal Smoky Simon from attending and who gave a brief but stirring address.

“Never has so much been owed by so many
to so few”. If the Battle of Britain saved England,
it was the volunteers from abroad who changed
the course of Israel’s War of Independence. Seen
here paying tribute to their fellow and fallen
comrades in March 2015 are Southern African
Machal veterans and their families at the Machal
Memorial in Sha’ar Ha’Gai. Telfed was represented by its CEO Dorron Kline (seated centre);
Chairman of World Machal, Smoky Simon is
seated (2nd left).
Back row (l-r): Meir Haberman (Argentina), Saul
Simon (Smoky’s son); Ron Simon (Smoky’s
grandson); Sim Manor, Ruth Stern, Gordon
Mandelzweig (z”l – Sim’s brother), Dorothy
Mandelzweig (Gordon’s widow), David Woolf
(Joe’s son) standing behind lady with glasses) ?,
, Shani Doron (Simon Novikow’s granddaughter), Adele Asseo (Simon Novikow’s daughter) ?,Eli Klass, Tzemach Bloomberg, ?, ?, Hymie
Greenblatt,
Front row l-r: ? , Smoky Simon, Myra Simon,
Dorron Kline, Roger Mandelzweig (France), Joe
Woolf, Hymie Josman, Freda Strahilevitz, David
(Migdal) Teperson

When David Ben-Gurion was declaring the State of Israel in Tel Aviv,
Smoky was one of three people who
had a clear view of what was about
to befall the new state. The other
two were fellow South African Boris
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Senior and an Israeli photographer Shmulik Videlis who were flying in
a Bonanza in what was the first reconnaissance flight over enemy territory. Boris was the pilot, Smoky, the navigator.
They observed with sinking hearts the roads leading from Transjordan,
Syria and Egypt lined with hundreds of vehicles, tanks trucks, half-tracks,
and armoured cars, “all moving in for the kill.”
Johannesburg
They could see Kfar Etzion “had already been overrun and was on fire,”
and would soon learn that about 200 members of Kfar Etzion had been
For our overseas clients:
killed in its defense, including Southern Africans.
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Returning to Tel Aviv for their debriefing, they could hardly conceal their
• Legal issues relating to your fixed
and liquid assets in South Africa,
anxiety. “We know,” said Yigal Yadin, Head of Operations.
inter alia, property management
What we all know today is that Israel is indebted to these volunteers
and smooth transfer of income.
from abroad.
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wife.
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South Africa
ried
in
South
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Africa so that
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we could spend our honeymoon fighting for Israel. She was the
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first meteorological instructor in the Israeli Air Force. Many of her
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continued on next page
of the Lone Soldiers Center in Tel Aviv, and Shani Doron, grandand partitions • Plumbing
daughter of Simon Nowikov (a South African Machalnik).
South African Machalnik Joe Woolf related the story of Louis
Call today for free advice and/or quotes.
Hack, who fell on October 22 1948 in an action that both he and
Simon and many other Southern Africans participated in. “The raiding platoons were returning in single file through no-man’s land
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when the cry from Simon Novikow of Boksburg was heard: “Medic! Medic!
Someone’s been hit.” Fellow South African Lockie Fainman found Hack prostrate with a tiny bullet hole just below his heart. “ A while later, Hack, who
had been head prefect in 1940 at Dornfontein Government School and had
won school colours in rugby, tennis, cricket, boxing and athletics “closed his
eyes and said, “Tell them. Tell them I died a soldier.”
Winston Churchill’s apt declaration after the Battle of Britain that “Never in
the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few”, could just
as easily have applied to the debt the State of Israel owes to the overseas volunteers who came to fight in Israel’s War of Independence.
The contribution of the Machalniks represents one of the proudest chapters
in modern Jewish history, when ordinary people behaved quite extraordinarily. As David Ben Gurion said, “This was a war not won by heroes. It was
won by ordinary men and woman rising above themselves.” •

It’s a Story about a Kidney...
But It’s all Heart

By Franklin (Pini) Kessler

I grew up in Cape Town and made Aliyah in 1986. Today I am 58, live in
Tel-Mond with my wife
Sara and our three children, Roi, Gittit and Maor
and work as a radiologist at
Maccabi Health Services.
In 1992 my kidney function was compromised
and deteriorated gradually. Recently that situation
changed as I started to decline rapidly. I was told
to consider my next steps:
Superlative Siblings.
haemodialysis or transFranklin Kessler from Tel
plant.
True
to
my
late
father Solly Kessler’s
Mond and his donor sister,
character,
I
would
never
have considered askViv Anstey from Cape Town.
ing a family member to make the sacrifice of
a kidney for my benefit, or anyone else. I prepared myself to go the dialysis
route, and await a cadaver kidney which could take years.
I updated my younger sister in Cape Town, Viv Anstey, explaining my decision not to go the ‘live-donation’ way. Viv, my only sibling, cut me short.
“That’s not a decision you can make alone; it’s for both you and myself to
make together”, she said. Without hesitation she added “Let’s check out if I
am compatible to donate you a kidney”. When I describe how these remarks
of Viv completely blew me away (and subsequently changed and saved my
life) my voice usually falters and the tears cloud my eyes...
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Viv and I started a new phase in our
lives. We checked out options. We
discovered that we had identical blood
types, the basic prerequisite for compatibility for a kidney transplant. We
began our work-up at Groote Schuur
Hospital in Cape Town. All along I
emphasized to Viv that she was welcome to pull out at any stage - she
had already shown towards me the ultimate in sister-brother love. We are
only two siblings and our relationship
has always been extremely close…
I was also privileged to have the support of my brother-in-law Gary Anstey
without which we would never have
gone ahead with this project.
In mid-2014 I was forced to ask
Viv to decide one way or the other.
She gave her go-ahead. I approached
Professor Eitan Mor, Head of the
Beilinson Hospital (Petach Tikva)
Transplant Unit and the operation
was booked here in Israel, pending all
tests being normal, especially on Viv’s
side; most of hers were performed in
Cape Town. On her arrival in Israel,
Viv was investigated by the transplant
department. Gary arrived a week later
to support her.
On 19.11.14 it finally happened.
Admittedly, my only worry was not
for myself, but for Viv’s welfare; the
first thing I asked when I came round
was how she was.
Baruch HaShem we made it through
this, thanks to the support of Gary,
my own family in Israel, and a remarkable team at the hospital. Viv
and I are back to our daily routines.
I’m a different person; my priorities have been reset. I felt boosted
by the positive interaction and love
which surrounded this amazing “adventure”... I owe Viv my life and am
proud to have this special angel in my
life; long may she live! •

In Memoriam
Marvyn Hatchuel (z’l)
Telfed chairman Dave Bloom, members
of the Directorate, Executive Council and
all staff express heartfelt condolences to
families whose loved ones (listed below)
have passed away in recent months:

Alec Saul (Netanya)
Archie Poliak (Herzlia)
Avraham Romano (Ra’anana)
Barney Sank (S.A.)
Daphne Davis (Tel Mond)
David Golding (Herzlia)
Debbie Rosen (Kfar Saba)
Denise Winkler (Ra’anana)
Dov Boston (Ra’anana)
Eliot Kretzmer
Freda Pincus (Jaffa) (tribute next issue)
Gerald Sacks (Herzlia)
Golda and Judah Kaye (Herzlia)
Gordon Mandelzweig (Omer)
Hannah Ross (Netanya)
Harold Levius (Netanya)
Herman Musikanth (Ma’agan Michael)
Isaac Joffe (Modi’in)
Jack Galoon (Ra’anana)
Lily Mae Kasimov (Jerusalem)
Marvyn Hatchuel (Ra’anana)
Maurice Wilensky (Netanya)
Mavis Gottlieb (Even Yehuda)
Rabbi David Taylor
Robert Langbart (Herzlia)
Rona Baram (Herzlia)
Saul Sackstein (Pisgat Ze’ev)
Sidney (Simcha) Frame (Rehovot)
Sidney Jawitz (Haifa)
Yair Shapiro (Jerusalem)
Yakov Talya (Beit Yatir)
Yitzhak Dunsky (Herzliya) (tribute next issue)
Zellick Sendzul (Kochav Yair)

“David, I think this sentence could
do with some reconstructing.”
“Marvyn, this is the new English,”
I explain.
“What new English? What is wrong
with the old English?”
Marvyn as a proofreader for Telfed
Magazine kept me on my toes. I
would not have had it any other way.
Both he and his late wife Aliza
were passionate members of the Kfar
Saba Telfed Regional Committee
in its heyday, with Aliza teaching
as a volunteer, English to Russian
and later Ethiopian Olim students.
Following her sad and untimely passing, Keren Aliza was established in
her honour by the Telfed Regional
Committee where funds raised are
annually distributed to students in
need. With the passing of Marvyn in
his 94th year, the trustees have decided to rename the fund the Aliza &
Marvyn Hatchuel Memorial Fund
to honour a special couple that has
enriched the lives of so many people both in the former Rhodesia Zimbabwe today - and in Israel.
Citing the many committees Marvyn served on
- including synagogues as well as his unstinting
support of the Zionist
youth movements in
Zimbabwe, “Your crowning glory was your contribution to the establishment and running of
the Sharon Jewish Day
School which remains to
this day as the finest primary school in Harare,”
said Dave Bloom, Chairman of
Telfed in paying tribute to Marvyn
at the funeral. Marvyn’s enduring
and no less endearing legacy in
this regard was amusingly revealed

when Walter, Marvyn’s brother, expressed in his eulogy how “This explains why there are a number of
Blacks in Harare today who speak
Hebrew!” Should there one day be
a Zimbabwean ambassador to Israel
whether from either the Mashona or
Matabele tribe who speaks Hebrew,
that ambassador when presenting his
credentials in Hebrew to the Israeli
state president, could explain: “I am
truly indebted to Marvyn and Aliza
Hatchuel.”
Marvyn served as chairman of
CAZO (Central African Zionist
Organisation) both in Zimbabwe
and in Israel, where he represented the Zimbabwe community on
the Telfed Executive. He would
frequently organize spectacularly
successful Zimbabwean reunions
where it was dryly noted at the last
one that “there are more ex-Zimbabweans at the Ra’anana Bowls Club
today than there are Jews still living in Zimbabwe.”
Interviewing Marvyn at the reunion, he revealed how he came to be
born in Zimbabwe which offers an
insight on his character and the road
he would travel.
“In 1904 my nineteen year old father
was in Alexandra
on business from
Morocco when
he met a fellow
S e p h a r d i c Je w,
Behor Benatar from
Rhodesia. He told
my Dad, “You want
to make money,
come to Rhodesia.
Marvyn
My brother and I
Hatchuel, z”l,
run
a concession
at the Zimbabwe
store at Penalonga,
Reunion at the
Ra’anana Bowls Club
a gold mining town
which he organised.
in Eastern Rhodesia.

Tributes by David Kaplan
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continued on next page

Come and I will offer you a job.”
Wandering off, “my dad found
himself pounding the port area of
Alexandra. A ship bound for East
Africa grabbed his attention and
on the spur of the moment, he
bought a ticket to Beira in northern Mozambique. Before embarking, he scribbled off a letter to his
family in Morocco breaking the
news that he will not be returning
home but off to seek his fortune in
Africa.” Disembarking in Beira, “Dad
had insufficient money to pay for
any further passage but more than
likely had a fine pair of shoes.” He
needed them!
Days must have fed into weeks as
Marvyn’s father followed the railway
track and walked across the breadth
of Mozambique until he crossed over
into Rhodesia and completed the last
stretch to Penalonga. “I believe when
Behor Benator saw my father walk
into his store, he nearly collapsed.
Anyway, he kept his promise and
gave him a job. At night and under
candlelight Dad would sit with a
dictionary and a newspaper and in
that way taught himself English.”
“When he arrived in Penalonga he
spoke to his employers in Ladino the ancient language of the Sephardic
Jews. When he left he was fluent in
English and six years later, in 1910
he opened with two brothers, one of
the first wholesale stores in Salisbury.”
The true grit of the older Hatchuel
was passed onto his sons, and
Zimbabwe’s loss was Israel’s gain
when Marvyn and Aliza made Aliyah.
Fittingly, Dave Bloom concluded
his tribute with “Hamba Gahle” (“go
well” in Shona) and יהי זכרו ברוך.•
Telfed extends heartfelt condolences to
daughters Dina and Ruth and their families, Lily Rose and the Michalowsy family
and Walter Hatchuel and family.
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Herman Musikanth (z’l)
The foyer of Beth Protea is graced
with the oil portraits of Walter
Robinson, Joel Katz, Eric Samson
and the inimitable - Herman
Musikanth.
Herman, who was the late Stanley
Lewis’ financial right-hand man in
Foschini in South Africa before making Aliyah, lived and breathed Beth
Protea, delving deeply into every financial transaction. “At meetings
he was like a bulldog querying everything – he gave people a rough
time but was respected for this,”
expressed former Chairman Isaac
Lipshitz. If Walter Robinson was
the inspirational
captain, Herman
was his navigator, chartering
its safe passage.
Good friend
Abel Levitt expressed it right
when he said at
Herman’s unveiling, that South
African Jewry
“can be proud of
this “Boere Jood”
Leader of the
(Afrikaner Jew)
Pack:
Herman
whose exemplary
Musikanth,
z”l,
life was an inspileading his troop
ration to others.
of senior walkers
No sooner had he
along the Israel
revealed to me in
Trail.
confidence during
a walk along Camps Bay beachfront
that he and Daphne were making
Aliyah, I returned home to Glenda
and we immediately began planning ours.” And after all, “what is
leadership if not setting a personal example.”
Personal example is what Herman
was so much about.
All Herman’s friends praised his

“sense of social justice” that explains how he could leave the pinnacle of the South African business
world for a simple life on a kibbutz
in Israel. Foschini’s loss was Ma’agan
Michael’s gain for he brought his
astute understanding of finance to
the world of socialism struggling
with change. It was amusing listening to the tributes at the funeral by
Herman’s fellow kibbutznikim on
how this man who hailed from the
small Karoo town of Willowmore
in the Eastern Cape would arrive at
business meetings with slick bankers in his khaki shorts as if he had
just stepped off his tractor or come
down a ladder with his beloved paw-paws. However,
no sooner had Herman presented his case in his giveaway Platteland accent that
could instantly identify him
in pitch darkness, few would
argue. It was the same at
Beth Protea. And the results were an economically
revitalized Ma’agan Michael
and a financially solid Beth
Protea.
If Herman was a ‘trail blazer’ in financial areas, he was
no less so in the world of
nature and why his good friend and
“soul mate”, Henry Shakenovsky
prefaced his tribute to him at the
funeral by calling him “A Man of
the Mountains”.
“His love of the mountains and
open spaces away from the bustling crowds was the essence of his
being. In Cape Town he would regularly walk on Table Mountain; in
Israel he would hike on the Carmel.”
However, Herman was a man of vision and his dream was to hike the
Israel Trail from the northern point
of Israel to Eilat in the south. So
in November 2004, appearing like

Moses with his staff, he put his best
foot forward as he set off on ‘The
Great Trek’ with his group of mainly
former South Africans, from Kibbutz
Dan. It would take over two years
for this group ranging in age from
60 to over 80 to cover the 900k/m
trail, walking a few days, returning
home, and then continuing later
from where they left off. The walk
had not been without incident –
right up to the finale. At 9.00 am
on the last morning, Herman fell,
hitting his head on a rock. He was
airlifted by helicopter to Soroko
Hospital in Beersheba.
As the “Hajajeyah Walkers” – the
name they called themselves from
the Arabic word meaning ‘trail’ –
descended the final hill with the
blue sea and the Gulf of Aqaba before them, they were met by a large
gathering of the local South African
community – oganised by Telfed
– singing ‘Daar kom die Alibama’
and handing out certificates to each
walker, which read: “To Dream the
Impossible Dream.”
While sipping champagne, a taxi
arrived and out stepped Herman with
a bandaged head and wide smile. He
had ‘escaped’ from Soroko Hospital
to be in and savour the last minutes. It was left to Telfed’s regional head to hand out the remaining
certificate to the man whose dream
made it all possible. If Moses was denied entry into the Promised Land,
a bump on the head was not going
to stop this indefatigable “Man of
the Mountains” from crossing the
finishing line.
How fitting and emotional was the
reading of the poem “HEIMWEE”
by van Bruggen, which Henry
Shakanovsky read in the original
Afrikaans, followed by his English
translation. It was a poem, explained Henry, “that Herman loved

so much and which so embodied
his yearnings.”
My heart yearns for the quiet of the
wide and swaying grasslands
Far from the city’s hustle and bustle and
the clanking chimes of gold
I am tired of the restless city life, of
people continuously coming and going
I want to go back to the free open spaces that has a soul that understands. •

Wishing chag sameach
to all our clients!

Project Management and
Project & Property Development

Telfed extends heartfelt
condolences to wife Daphne and
to children Mandy, Stephanie,
Ilana and Robyn.

Rona Baram (z’l)
When Beth Protea opened its
doors in 1992, one of its first residents was Rona Baram (nee MossMorris from Durban). She arrived
in Palestine from South Africa in
the mid-forties as a law student
and trained nurse. Rona had been
a member of Habonim, and “by
the time I was 15,” Rona told the
writer in an interview with Telfed
Magazine in 1995, “I was determined to make Aliyah and bear a
child in the Land of Israel whose
mother tongue would be Hebrew.”
By 1940, she had completed four
years towards her law degree at Wits
but decided to switch to nursing
“as I felt that it would be far more
useful for where I was going.” How
right she was!
From the day Rona disembarked
in Haifa, she was in the thick of it.
Making her way to Kibbutz Kfar
Blum, she recalls how “we rode in
the back of a lorry carrying rocks
for the approach road. I was lucky
I came with my gumboots because
the place was underwater and the
mud came to our knees. There were
only a few buildings on the kibbutz and two families had to share
a room. The children were never alcontinued on next page
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Rona Baram z’l
lowed out after dark and they wore
long-sleeves and slept under mosquito nets. The children didn’t get malaria but almost all the adults did.”
When asked how she felt about
living in these conditions, Rona answered with a shrug: “We came to
build a country. No one promised us
anything. We shared
everything. Material Rona Baram,
z”l, at Moshav
things just didn’t
Habonim in
mean anything to 1949
us then.”
Rona met her future husband on the
kibbutz, Freddie
Baram who had
come from Nazi
Germany via
England.”I wanted to marry someone who shared the
same values as I.
When we decided to marry, we had
a choice between Metulla and Rosh
Pina. In Rosh Pina, the bride had to
circle the groom seven times and in
Metulla only three, so we opted for
Metulla. The ceremony took place
in the garden of the rabbi who was
also the local shochet, and there were
chickens running under the Chuppa.
It was such fun.”
During the years 1946-1947, “our
transports were under constant attack from Arab marauders. The problem was compounded by the British
placing us under house arrest. The
Arabs took advantage of this and ran
a water canal through our approach
road which cut us off entirely for
six weeks.” During the period under
siege, “we had to deliver babies and
care for the sick and wounded. Post,
food and medicine was dropped from
a single propeller plane.” During the
worst of the fighting, Rona received
a letter from her parents in Durban
which read, “We hope you’ve dug your-
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self in and have enough ammo to last
with his wife Sarah and six children.
out.” Not only “ammo”; it was food
These grandchildren would go on
they were mainly running out of.
to produce ten great-grandchildren.
“It was winter and we were short
Listening at Rona’s funeral to Amos
of flour, so we ate stale bread. A few
and some of the grandchildren payof our members fell prey to Arab
ing tribute to her in Hebrew, the writsnipers, but eventually some of our
er could not help thinking back to
boys made it north to Beit Hillel and
the thoughts of a 15 year-old girl in
Dafna and forged another outlet to
Durban who dreamed in the 1930s
Kfar Blum.”
“of making Aliyah and bearing a child
in the Land of Israel whose mother
With her married
tongue would be Hebrew.” •
sister living in Tel
Telfed extends heartfelt condolences to
Aviv, “friends of my
Amos and Sarah and their children and
parents in Durban
grandchildren.
used to say to them
during the War of
Independence, ‘Oh,
Jack Galloon z’’l
your poor girls in
“A man of few words but many
the middle of a war
deeds,” described all who paid tribin Palestine...’ to
ute to accountant Jack Galloon, who
which they would
was for many years a proofreader of
reply, ‘How do you
Telfed Magazine. A pillar in the Cape
expect the Jews to
Town Jewish community prior to
have any future if
Aliyah, Jack was active in the IUA,
they are not prepared to fight?’”
UCF, Habonim, Maccabi, Herzlia
Following the war in 1948, nearby
School, SA Friends of Ben Gurion
Kiryat Shmona absorbed over 5000
University, Israel Maritime League
immigrants bringing with them nuand a member of the WPZC Aliyah
merous health problems. It was here
Committee. He was the Honorary
that Rona - who had made that fateful
Auditor for the Bnoth Zion WIZO,
decision so many years before to switch
Herzlia School, Constantia, and the
from law to nursing
Oranjia Jewish Children’s
- would leave an inHome.
delible mark on this
Passionate about sport
northern region by
and a top runner at
establishing Tipat
Wynberg Boys High
Halav, the first childSchool – his record in
care clinic in Kiryat
one distance stood for 20
Shmona. It was duryears – “and it was while
Rae and Jack z”l Galloon
ing a time “when
running that he saw this
food and even drinklong pair of legs in front
ing water was in short supply” and
of him and chased after it. So it was
young mothers, “so many and from
his running that led to us being born,”
vastly different cultures” streamed into
said daughter Nadia paying tribute,
the clinic with their babies and young
“to our wonderful father.” •
children for much needed guidance
Telfed and the Telfed Media
and counselling.
Committee extends heartfelt
condolences to wife Rae, herself a
Rona expressed in 1995 how particuproofreader
of Telfed Magazine and
larly proud she was of her son Amos
their daughters Nadia, Terry and
who lived on kibbutz Beit Ha’Emek
Barbara and their families.

